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Shuttle to offer students a safe ride
Associated Students, Inc. will announce a
new shuttle program today that promises to
provide students with a sate ride home on
Thursday through Saturday nights.
The pilot pmgrani for the new College
Shuttle will run from Thursday, May IH, 2(M)6
until June 11, 2(H)6, as will be announced
today at 10 a.m. in the University Union,
according to a press release from ASI.
ASI President Tylor Middlestadt negotiated
the new late-night transportation contract
with Beach Caties C'ab C'o. owner jetf
(loldenberg after the cancellation of Safe Ride
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on April 19, 2(M)b.
“We want to make it clear to students that
this is a privilege,” Middlestadt said of the new
program.
Safe Ride was cancelled the weekend of
C!al Poly Open House after reports of safety
issues caused by into.xicated patrons to drivers
and t)ther riders. Until then. Safe Ride offered
H,(MM) rides home per year Thursday through
Saturday from 9 p.m. until 2:30 a.m.
Thnnighout the past few weeks, students
have relied on designated drivers, San Luis
Obispo’s sole taxi company and walking in
order to get home from nights out on the
town.

Problems with Safe Ride have not deterred
(ioldenberg from working with ('al Poly on
the Caillege Shuttle program.
“1 have never had these types of problems
before (with Beach C'ities C.ab Co.),”
(ioldenberg said. “If drunks don’t stop, we’ll
pull over and they’ll go to jail.”
University and community members,
including Cial Poly Vice President for Student
Affairs C.ornel Morton and Mother’s Tavern
owner Paul Brown, provided input to
Middlestadt before the completion of the pro
gram.
Vans will pick Cial Poly students up at shutsee Transportation, page 2

Locals battle Bella Montana

Students sign
petition to address
traffic enneem s on
cam pus
Jared Cleaver
MUSlANO DAIIY

,

('h ief William Watton of the University
Police Department (UPD) recently received a
petition with the signatures of 120 students
who are tired of waiting in traffic every day.
Howev’er, those students are going to have to
keep waiting; despite the petition, a resolution
to the traffic problems won't be coming any
time soon.
( ' a ssa n d ra
Mesa is a ptistbachelor, mul
tip le -s u b je c t
teaching cre
dential
stu
To view the petition
dent,
who
letter sent to Bill Watton
graduated last
o f the University Police
June. Fed up
Department,
visit
with Highland
www.mustangdaily.com
I )rive's exces
sive daily traf
fic,
Mesa
decided to form a petition, ret|uestmg that
somebody direct the traffic leaving parking
lots H-12 and H-U> in the afternoon.
“ 1 got 120 signatures from students parked,
waiting in the line of cars trying to le.ive cam
pus from the H-12 and H-16 parking lots.”
Mesa said. “Everyone who signed the petition
was very enthusiastic and hopeful that some
thing would be done to rectify the traffic con
gestion. Although I was able to get over 100
signatures, there are many more people who
this traffic affects.”
Mesa’s petition stated: “This spring quarter,
there has been extreme traffic congestion at
these intersections starting at 4 p.m. We great
ly appreciate the traffic control at S a.m., and
argue that it’s highly needed in the afternoon
as well.”
Three weeks after submitting the petition,
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Ihs is the sciviid story of tiro on
the newjiunlty housin'^ project,
lii'llo MontiWij.
Kristen Marschall
M r s IA N ( . DAIIY

Blueprints are becoming build
ings as the Cial Poly Housing
Ciorporation (CiPHC.) begins con
struction for the Bella Montana
faculty housing on Highland
1)rive.
However, the pnxess has not
been easy for the (d ’HCi — or the
city of San Luis Obispo.
The land borders the Foothill
neighborhotnl and when its a*sidents were first informed of the
changes, they wen.* anything but
happy to hear what the university
had in store for them.
Upon hearing the (d*H ('’s
plans, the Neighborhoods North
of f-oothill association (NN(^L)

SHF.IIj\ SOBt.HIK mustani. daiiy
Bella Montana, the new faculty and staff housing, will be located on the corner of Santa Rosa
see Construction, page 2 Street and Highland Drive, controversially on the border of the Foothill neighborhood.

see Parking, page 6

Lovelines Dr. Drew answers questions
and keeps it candid with students
to the event, nearly filling Harman
Hall.
He prodded students with ques
Leave it to the host of tions to see if thev were reallv as
“Loveline” to bring (’al Poly stu
dents out ol their shells.
For an EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
I )r. 1)rew Pmsky, host of the
popular late-night r.idio program
with Dr. Drew of
“ I oveline." led a discussion about
MTV's Loveline,
.ilcohol and se\ at the Performing
go online to
■Arts ( enter luesday night.
www.m ustangdaily.net
About 1,1 (HI students showed up
Hrittny Peloquin

MUSI A\(. DMIY

conservative as then reputation led
him to believe. A few had specific
inquiries about m.ile sexual perfor
mance and the myriad of myths
about female orgasms.
But one topic repeatedly came
up.
It turns out that alcohol may be
more of an issue at (\il Poly th.ni
people expected, according to
Pinksy. Pmsky related the two topsee Lovelinc, page 2

TOMSANDERS m i s i w , d a i o
Dwclines Dr. Drew discu.s.sed a wide range of topics including alcohol,
sex and drugs with students in the Performing Arts Center Tuesday night.

News editor; C'.utlin Donndl • miL^timi'düilynuv’sCa^mil.cotn
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Transportation
l ontniued from page /

tie stop locations tlmniglunit
downtown San Lins Obispo every
riuirsday through Saturday troin
H> p.m. to 3 a.in. and the service
is only ottered to students with C^al
I’oly II) cards tor a tee ot S4,
according to ASl
CCollege Shuttle will ditVer troin
Sate Kide in that the program will
have specific pick-up and drop-otf
points in downtown and residen
tial areas.
" I'he pilot program will not
meet
everyone's
needs,”
Middlestadt said, hut added that
the goal Is to implement a successtul but temporary program for the
rest of the year, while conrniumg
negotiations in hopes of a bigger
program next year.

Loveline
continued from page 1

cs b\ .iskiiig about the practice of
ollege students getting heavilv
ntoxicated before engaging in
asual sexual activity.
"Why do vou have to be lo.uled
hook up’' ” he asked.
\\ hill- tew women were anxious
»1 speak into ,i imcrophoiie, men
shouted out their answers from all
irouiid the liali .•\en before the
i.ivehng microphones could reach
hem.
"fK|uid courage!”
"Alcohol is an excuse!”
“ It makes it OK!”
When he wanted to know what
inspired women to drink before
hooking up. men continued to
shout out answers, enough so that
Ihiisky asked them to “shut up for a
m in u te” However, the women
who finally spoke said the reason
was to avoid being judged later on
by their friends and other female
peers, whom they referred to as
‘sticietv” Ihnskv refuted their

T hursday, M ay 1 1 ,2 0 0 6

homeowners’) ijuestions by the C^il
holy planners and project managers
were dismissive and unhelpful.
continued from page /
stepped in. The organi/ation. com Therefore, the Neighborhoods
prised ot about ISO members and North of foothill association
foothill residents, became concerned retained the services of an attorney
about tratfic on Highland 1)rive and to represent their concerns to the
that students would be occupvmg university and to the (!SU Hoard of
the proposed homes, said Jim frustees.”
Hut when the court decision was
Kemhart, the (d ’lU ' managing
director. That concern eventuallv led handed down in 2(K)3, the N N O f
to legal action and the N N O f sued was defeated, former president ot
the
umversitx
over
the N N O f loan Lynch said that, years
Liivironmental Impact keport later, the association is still very con
which described the effects that the cerned about the traffic impact and
buildings would have on the land the congestion it could create.
Intersection improvements are
Itself and the area surrounding it.
planned
on Highland Drive and
In a document issued by the
N N O f on Oct. 31,2001, the orga Santa Kosa Street to improve the
nization
said
the
Draft traffic flow, Keinhart said, and
Liivironmental Impact Keport “was “(laltrans and the city have been
a seriously flawed document. The working with C^al Holy Housing to
responses to many of (the foothill install a median” to direct traffic on

claim that all ot society was respon
sible for their shame. He said that
women perpetuate their own dou
ble standard through gossip and
ideas put into their heads by
wonieii’s magazines.
"W hat’s vMth women’s maga
zines? ( t hey) drive me crazy.” he
said.
I’nisky sorted through the
answers and talked about the dif
ferences between men and women
during their college years. He
described the biological differences
between the sexes that caused the
disparity m motivational priorities
behind drinking.
“At this age, more than any
other time of life, the biological
differences are so profound, and we
try to pretend they aren’t there,” he
said.
He related it to the trends he
sees in questions from the callers to
his radio talk show. Men call
explicitly about sex and adequacy,
whereas women call to ask how to
keep men happy.
“ Men are calling about men, and

single-family homes and were going
to build a subsequent facility north
on U.S. Highway 1,” Lynch said. She
now speculates that that project has
been "put on the backburner.”
“No one knows what’s going
on,” Lynch said. "The universitx' is
like any other big corporation
because they are an agency that
doesn’t have to answer to the city or
the county — they can do what
they please.”
Keinhart added that the legal
action delayed the project for nearly
tw’o years and since then, mterest
rates and construction costs hive
increased, but he anticipates that ihe
property will be ready b\ its
October 2007 deadline.
"It will be interesting to see how
it evolves,” Lynch said. "Whether oi
not this is the best approach, we’ll
have to see w hat happens.”

Highland Drive. (!altrans has been
involved to due the fact that Santa
Kosa Street becomes U.S. Highway
1 after Highland Drive.
"The university is still obliged to
mitigate the traffic impacts,” Lynch
said. “They are trying to meet the
needs of all the people at the inter
section there.”
She said the university has been
"close-mouthed” about its plans,
w'hich have changed significantly
over time, adding that originally, the
Hella Montana homes were to be a
rental facility and later the universitv'
decided to sell the homes rather than
rent them out. Also, original plans
stated there would be 13 buildings as
opposed to the currently planned 21
buildings, she said.
“In the master plan for the uni
versity that was adopted in 2001,
they talked about using (the land) for

Construction

women are calling about men,” he
said.
After the event. Hmsky com
mented on the consequences that
students should recognize as possi
ble results of risky alcohol use.
"There's a lot of stuff going on
here, and that's where a lot of
unwanted sexual contact comes in;
that's where a lot of STDs come
m,” he said.
I he discussion gave administra
tors a better idea of how concerned
C?al Holy students are with their
alcohol consumption behaviors.
“There were a lot of alcohol
questions, which I think is good.”
Vice Hresident for Student Affairs
C!ornel Morton said. “The issues
for students are very personal in
some ways, but they’re also ques
tions that are on the minds of many
students.”
Hinsky told the audience that
they all have the capability to make
the best decisions about their
behavior.
"Learn to listen to that internal
voice.” he said.
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Favorites

W H O SAID THAT?
\

R e m e m b e r th at fear always lurks b e h in d p erfectio n ism .

I

('o n f r o n tin g y o u r fears and allow ing y o u rse lf th e rig h t to be

Downtown party spot: Mother’s or
Downtown Brew.
Holiday: My birthday, it’s tin I riday.

h u m an can, paradoxically, m ake you a far h a p p ier and m o re

I f You C o u ld . . .

p ro d u ctiv e p erso n .
— D r. D avid M . Ik irn s
j

— be any Ninja liirtle, which would
you be?
Leonardo

All tru th passes th ro u g h th ree stages. First, it is rid icu led .
S eco n d , it is v io len tly o p p o sed . T h ird , it is accep ted as b ein g

E ith er/O r

self-ev id en t.
— A rth u r S c h o p e n h a u e r

— Cooking or takeout?
Cooking

W ordly
W ise

Turgid: Swollen,

— Class being cancelled or getting
out of class early?
C?ancelled class.

bloated; also, bombastic,
pompous.

— M&Ms or Skittles?
M&Ms

B R E A K IN G N E W S
w w w .ffim e slta u m g d a M y .m i® l

O th er

U P D A T E D A T T H E S P E E D O F C O L L E G E L IF E

Name: G ra ce L eu n g • Year: se n io r
Hometown: San Jose • Major: g ra p h ic c o m m u n ic a tio n s

out: To my boy Chris, my
friends and my dancing girls.
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State briefs
WATSONVILLE
—
I’roinptcd by a weekend shoot
ing, police are again ousting tlie
homeless living under the down
town Eajaro Kiver bridge.
Police Cdiief Terry Medina
said Tuesday his department is
intensit'ying efforts to clean up
camps along the Pajaro Itiver.
The move was announced two
days after a man was critically
wounded in gunfire under the
bridge.
Police routinely patrol the
levee and there are area sweeps
twice a year clear out camps.
— The Associated Press
• • •
FOLSOM — Thousands of
maximum-security inmates at a
Folsom prison are locked in their
cells indefinitely as officials inves
tigate policies that allowed an
inmate to take an officer captive
over the weekend.
Offiicials at California State
Prison, Sacramento are examin
ing whether prison cook
Michael David Watson, 41, was
properly housed and supervised
when he took guard Sheila
Mitchell hostage on Saturday.
The 47-year-old guard was held
at knifepoint for nearly 10 hours
inside a dining hall office before
she was released unharmed.
Chuck Alexander, executive
vice president for the California
C'orrectional Peace Officers
.Association, said overcrowding
and imderstaffing increase the
danger inside prisons.
— '¡'he Associated l*ress
• • •
MAKIPOSA — Cdienncals
left over from the disinfection
process could cause damage to
the liver, kidney or central ner
vous system to more than 1,.S00
Mariposa residents, the U.S.
Environmental
Protection
.Agency said.
— '¡'he Associated l*ress

Lost hikers find and use m issing man’s pack
to survive Southern California mountains
ASSOClAII I) I'lUSS

His backpack provided the couple
with the matches, food and heavy
IDYLLWILI) — A couple that clothing.
got lost on a hike and spent three
“ I want to thank him for helping
nights in the frigid San Jacinto save our lives,” Day said at a news
Mountains stumbled upon the
conference Tuesday.
campsite of a man who vanished a
Authorities said they found
year ago and survived on items
paperwork in the orange backpack
they scavenged from his backpack.
showing it belonged to Donovan.
Brandon Day, 2H, and Ciina
Friends of the retired Virginia
Allen, 24, both of Dallas, were
found Tuesday morning west of social worker said they hoped the
Palm Springs after rescuers spotted discovery would lead to his
smoke from a fire that Day had lit remains. Searchers plan to look for
using matches that the missing man his body this week, Riverside
County sheriffi’s Sgt. Earl Quinata
had been carrying, officials said.
In addition to thanking their res said.
“Even in his death, he was help
cuers, Day and Allen paid tribute to
John Donovan, 60, who disap ing people,” Donovan’s longtime
peared while hiking in May 200.S. friend, Chris Hook, said from his

Juliet Williams
ASSOCIATKDI'KtSS
OAKLAND — A judge delayed a
decision Tuesday about whether to
suspend (California’s high school exit
exam for this year’s senior class, after
the attorney general’s office argued
that the case should apply only to the
students who tiled the lawsuit and not
the thousands who have failed the
test.
Alameda (County Superior (Court
Judge Robert Freedman issued a ten
tative ruling on Monday siding with
plaintiffs who said the exam is discriniinator\’ because the state does
not provide an equal education to all
students.
He said luesday that he is likely to
uphold that decision, but he gave the
state’s lawAvrs a d.iy to file arguments
about which students should be
included in his decision. He s.iid he
would issue a ruling Frid,iy.
Freedman is considering issuing an

STI screening and treatment
Pap and cancer screening

injunction that would halt the conse
quences of the exam for this year’s
seniors, the first class required to pass
the test to receive a diploma.
That would potentially allow thou
sands of students to graduate who
have obtained all the other necessarv'
graduation requirements but cannot
pass at least one part of the English
and math test.
The
state
I )epartment
of
Education s.iys about 47,(K)() seniors
have not yet passed both the English
and math sections — about 11 per
cent of the class. In a typical year,
about 50,(KM) seniors fail to gniduate
for various reasons.
A gnnip of 10 high school students
and their parents filed the lawsuit in
Februan,’ .igainst the state 1)epartment
of
Education
and
school
Superintendent Jack 0 ’(Connell,
claiming the exam was illegal and dis
criminates .Igainst poor students and
those who are learning English.
On Tuesd.iv, attornevs asked to

HealthUorks
Affordable. Confidential. Caring.

"Walk ins Welcome"

Minor urgent care

San Luis Obispo at University Square

www.healthworkscc.com

phone: 542-0900

ALTERNATIVE
TRANSPORTAnON.
R uckus■
Lo o king for a scooter w ith true street cred? T h e 2006 H o n d a Ruckus has a 49cc e n g in e and an autom atic
transm ission that are to u g h e n o u g h for the u rb an scene. So start a Ruckus to d a y at yo u r H o n d a Dealer.

6 Higuera st.
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93401

S a n L u is M o to r s p o r ts

Richmond, Va. home.
Donovan,
whom
Hook
described as an experienced hiker,
was last seen in the San Jacinto
Wilderness on May 3, 2005, about
two weeks after he retired. Hook
said he assumed his friend got hurt
and froze to death in a snowstorm
that blew in that night.
Day and Allen, who were in the
Southern ('alifornia desert for a
financial convention, got lost after
they wandered offi a trail near the
Palm Springs Aerial Tramway while
hiking with about 40 other con
vention attendees.
They spent Saturday night in a
cave, dressed only in light clothing
and without any supplies, and fol

lowed a creek Sunday and Monday
that they hoped would lead them
down the mountain to safety. The
creek led to a gorge, where they
became
trapped
but
found
Donovan’s campsite.
The couple’s families and friends
called authorities after they missed
their flight home and couldn’t be
contacted.
Rescuers aboard a Riverside
CTsunty sheritT’s helicopter and on
the ground found Day and Allen at
an altitude of about 4,500 feet near
Tahquitz Canyon, about 2 1/2
miles from the tram.
They were treated at a hospital
for dehydration, bumps and bruis-

Attorney general argues for limits on sc»pe o f exit exam lawsuit

LOW TO NO COST
BIRTH CONTROL
Free birth control pills
Free Condoms
Emergency Contraception

Thursday, May 11, 2006

(80 5)-541-2200

HONDA.
PCRFORMANCK FIRST '

honda.com ALWAYS WEAR AHELMET, EYE PROTECTION AND P R O TEaiV E CLOTHING. NEVER RIDE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
DRUGS OR ALCOHOL AND NEVER USE THE STREET AS A RACE TRACK. OBEY THE LAW AND READ YOUR OWNER'S MANUAL
THOROUGHLY. For rider training information or to locate a rider training course near you, call the Motorcycle Safety Founda
tion at 1-800-446-9227. RuckusTMand Performance FirstTMare trademarks of Honda Motor Co„ Ltd. (9/OS)

withdraw four of the students from
the lawsuit because they subsequently
passed both portions of the exam. The
judge will consider that request in his
ruling Friday.
The remaining six students are clas
sified as English learners. That
prompted the attorney general’s office
to argue that perhaps only the stu
dents involved in the lawsuit or
English learners in general should be
affected by his ruling Friday — not
the entia‘ class of 2(K)6.
“The remaining students are strug
gling with the English. Is it because
they h.iven’t been taught? Is it because
theR‘’s a lack of curricular .ilignment?
Your honor, the answer is clearly no,”
Douglas Press, supervising deputy
attorney general for ('alifornia, told
the judge. “These students simply lack
English-language proficiency —
again, not because they weren’t
taught.”
He s.iid several of the plaintiff stu
dents had been in the United Suites
for only a few years and that there was
no evidence they didn't h.ive an equal
opportunity to learn.
However, the plaintiffs do not have
to pmve in this phase of the case that
the exam is illegal, only that the stu
dents w'ould be harmed if its conse
quences take effect immediately. If
Freedman grants an injunction, the
ca.se would go to trial to be decided
on its merits.
The judge based his tentative rul
ing on the plaintiffs’ argument that all
students in ('alifornia don’t have
access to an equal education, but he
cautioned that districts should not
stop administering the test or offering
remediation to struggling students.
“The court is not questioning the
utilitN' of a tool such .is the exit exam.”
FR*edman said.
He s.iid while students who don't
pass the exam could be denied a
diploma, potentially causing them
serious harm, the effect on the state
would be negligible if it is required to
grant diplomas to all students who
could otherwise graduate this year.
The plaintiffs’ lead attorney, Artimi
(»onzalez, argued that the state has a
seveR* shortage of credentialed teach
ers, particularly math teachers, and
that it dispmportionately affects stu
dents in low-income and minority
communities. In an independent
review commissioned by the state last
September, fewer than half the schools
surveyed reported covering all the
required English material, leaving stu
dents in those schools ill-prepared.

“Less than half the schools are
teaching the students the information
that is on the exit exam,” (îonzalez
argued. “The state has to ensure that
every' student in the state of (California
is taught the material that is on the
test. They absolutely must do that.”
After Freedman issued his tentative
ruling on Monday, O ’Connell s.aid he
would appeal any ruling blocking the
exam’s implementation. He called the
test “a cornerstone of ('.alifornia’s
school accountability system.”
Failing students can take another
year of high school, get extra tutoring,
enroll in summer school or attend
community college until they pass, he
said.
Also at issue is the distribution of
money for remedial pRigrams. Last
year’s budget included $2<• million for
remediation, but the judge said
Tuesday that he tends to agree with
(lonzalez, who argued the money was
not fairly distributed according to
need. (lov. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s
pmposed budget for next fiscal year
includes S40 million m RMiiedi.il exit
exam funding.
Schwarzenegger also supports the
exam and criticized FR*ednian’s tenta
tive ruling Monday night. He said the
test is the best way for the state to
measuR- schtxjl performance.
O ne potentially imptirtant detail
involves a $1 billion settlement
Reached in 2004, the R*sult o f a sepa
rate lawsuit over equal access to edu
cation.

When Schwarzenegger signed the
legislation enacting the settlement of
the so-called Williams case, he
acknowledged at the time that all stu
dents are not treated equalK in
(kilifornia. Gonzalez used that state
ment to support his c.ise during his
arguments Tuesd.iy before the judge.
Nationwide. 23 states h.ive gradua
tion exams, while four others are
ph.ising them in by 2012, according to
the Washington, D.(L-b.ised ('enter
on Education Policy. Most states also
offer options for students with special
needs and those who .ir* learning
English.
(California’s exam tests lOth-grade
English, ninth-grade math and levelone algebra. Students need to answer
60 penrent of the questions com;ctly
to pass each section.
Students have multiple opportuni
ties to take the exam, starting when
they are sophomores. In some dis
tricts, Tuesday and Wednesday were
the last opportunities for seniors to
take the exam.
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N ational
briefs
NEW YORK — An carlv
icoiiodastK \sork bv Aiuiv
Warhol of a CCampbell s soup
can has sold tor SI 1.7 million at
an auction.
The Cdiristie's sale ot postwar
and contemporarv art Fuesdav
night also saw spirited bidding
tor three other early Warhol
works.
“Small Torn t'ampbell's Soup
Can (Pepper Pot),” a handpainted work trom 1V()2 show
ing a large soup can with a torn
label, was purchased by
Manhattan
dealer
Larry
Ciagosian, Christie's said, report
edly tor Los Angeles collector
and financier I'.li Broad
— I 'lw Associated Press
•• •
MINEOLA, N.Y. — A man
who admitted bludgeoning his
father to death was sentenced to
20 years in prison Wednesday,
despite pleas for leniency from
relatives who said the fither had
abused his entire fainilv for
\ears.
Mulumba Kazigo, 26, sat sto
ically as Nassau County Court
Judge William Donnino read
the sentence. He pleaded guilty
last month to first-degree
manslaughter.
“If T could do this all over
again and give his life back, I
would,” said Kazigo, sitting in
handcuffs at the defense table
for the sentencing. “But 1 can
not change what happened on
that morning.”
Kazigo declined to withdraw
his guilty plea in the August
2(H)5 slaying of his father. Dr.
Joseph Kazigo, who moved to
the United States fmm Uganda
40 years ago. If convicted at
trial. Mulumba Kazigo could
have faced 25 years to life in
prison. Twent\’ years was the
maximum under his plea deal.
— 77ie
¡Wss
• • •
W ASHINGTON — A
flood of income tax payments
pushed up government receipts
to the second-highest level in
history in April, giving the
country a sizable surplus for the
month.
In Its monthly accounting of
the government’s books, the
Treasury Department said
Wednesday that revenue for the
month totaled 1315.1 billion .is
Americans filed their tax
returns by the April deadline.
The gusher o f tax revenue
pushed total receipts up by 13.4
percent from April 2005.
It marked the largest onemonth receipt total since the
government collected S332 bil
lion in revenue in April 2<K)1,
reflecting a boom in capital
gains from stock investors lucky
enough to cash out their invest
ments before the bursting of the
stock market bubble in early
20(M).
—
Associated l^ress
• • •
WASHINGTON — The
Supreme ('o u rt split 5-4
Wednesday to let the Bush
administration deport a British
man for breaking the law in
Mississippi.
— llie Associated I^ess
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Former band manager sentenced in nightclub fire
E ric T u c k e r

Dan Biechele,
center, buries
his face in his
hands after
speaking
prior to his
sentencing on
Wednesdav at
Superior
Court in
Providence,
lU . He is
surrounded
bv, from left.
West
Warwick
police detec
tive Roland
Coutu, and
his defense
attorneys.

ASSIH lAI H ) I'KI SS

I'lU )VII )ENC !E. K.l. — A former
' rock-band maii.iner w hose pyrotechI nics caused a mgntclub fire that killed
I 1no people was sentenced Wednesday
to four ve.irs in prison, drawing sobs
ind groans from victims' relatives
who hoped lo ee the man serve
I more time beliind bars.
!
Some were w) angered by the senI tence given to Daniel Biechele —
who could have received 10 years —
that thev ^tormed out of the court
room. One man yelled “Typical
('expletive) Rhode Island.”
“What do you think of your son
now?” I'atricia Belanger shouted to
Biechele's mother. Belanger, who lost
her 30-year-old daughter, Dina Ann
1)eMaio, told reporters afterward:
“Now it’s her turn to suffer, just like
we’ve been sutfering because of her
son.
Before sentencing, Biechele gazed
(.lownward and choked back tears as
he apologized for the Feb. 20, 2003,
blaze at The Station nightclub in West
Wiirwick.
“I don’t know that I’ll ever forgive
myself for what happened that night,
so I can’t expect anyone else to,” he
said, his lip quivering. “I never want
ed anyone to be hurt in any way. 1
never imagined that anyone ever
would be.”
Testimony from victims’ relatives
Monday and Tuesday left lawyers,
court officials and at one point the
defendant himself in tears. Some
described a grief so powerful that
they could not get out of bed in the
morning, and said they looked for
ward to nothing except being reunit
ed with their loved ones in death.
Superior Court Judge Francis

ASSlH lAI Kl) I'RKSS

Darigan Jr. gave Biechele, 29, less than
half the sentence he could have
received under a deal he struck with
prosecutors in February, when he
pleaded guilty to KM) counts of invol
untary manslaughter. Victims’ families
briefly thought Biechele was getting
a 15-year sentence, but the judge sus
pended 11 years of that term.
“We’ve already suffered almost that
long — four years. We’ve already suf
fered that long,” said Annmarie
Swidwa, whose 25-year-oId daugh
ter, Bridget Sanetti, died in the fire.
DeMaio’s sister, Jessica CJarvey,
called the sentence “infuriating” and
“ridiculous.”
“Four years is nothing,” she said
outside court.
In explaining his sentence, Darigan
told Biechele, “The greatest sentence
that can be imposed upon you has
been imposed upon you by yourself,
that is having to live a life, an entire

life, knowing that your actions were
the proximate cause of the deaths of
KM) people.” .
Biechele, the first person to be sen
tenced for the fire, was led out of the
courtroom in handcuffs and trans
ported to the state prison in Cranston
to begin serving his sentence. The
owners of the club are awaiting trial
on manslaughter charges.
“I feel some compassion for Mr.
Biechele, perhaps even more so for
his family,” Attorney General Patrick
Lynch told reporters outside the
courthouse. But he said he felt more .
for the “hundreds and hunda*ds and
hundreds of people” who are more
deeply affected by the fire.
Biechele was the tour manager for
the heavy metal band Great White
when he lit a pymtechnics display
that ignited highly flammable foam
that lined the walls and ceiling of the
nightclub. The foam was used as
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H ou se passes tax cuts for
investors, better-off taxpayers
A n d rew T aylor
asmh i a i h

) I'Rfcss

W ASHINGTON — A bill
awarding tax relief to investors and
15 million taxpayers facing the
alternative minimum tax passed the
House on Wednesday, giving
President Bush and his CiOP allies
on Capitol Hill a long-sought elec
tion year victory.
The bill providing tax cuts
worth $70 billion over five years
passed by a 244-1S5 vote. The
Senate was expected to clear the
bill for Bush’s signature Thursday.
The legislation provides a twoyear extension of the reduced 15
percent tax rate for capital gains
and dividends, currently set to
expire at the end of 2008.
It also would extend, for this
year, recent changes to the alterna
tive minimum tax — originally
aimed at making sure the wealthy
p.iy at least some ta.xes — to pre
vent it from hitting more upper
middle-income families.
The debate divided starkly along
partisan lines, with Republicans
crediting the tax cuts, first enacted
in 2003, with a surging economy,
millions of new jobs and booming
tax revenues. Democrats countered
that the deficit-financed tax cuts
are tilted in favor of wealthy
investors and that the economic
benefits are not as great as adver-

tised.
“C'lur pro-growth policies have
helped the economy create more
than 5.2 million jobs since August
of 2(M)3,” Bush said in a statement.
“ By extending key capital gains
and dividends tax relief, the House
has taken an important step to con
tinue
to
help
hardworking
Americans and to keep our econo
my stmng and growing.”
“O ur tax relief sparked this eco
nomic growth,” said House
Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill.
“And by extending key provisions
of that tax relief, today’s legislation
adds just another spark to the
already booming economy.”
Critics,
including
most
Democrats, attacked the tax rate
reductions on dividends and capital
gains as being skewed in favor of
the rich. I hev noted that it was the
second half of a C»OP budget pack
age that began with $3‘) billion in
benefit cuts over five years, many of
which came from programs for the
poor such as Medicaid.
Democrats also cited a joint
study by the Urban Institute and
the Brookings Institution that
shows taxpayers with incomes
greater than $1 million per year
winning tax cuts of $42,000 under
the bill while families with
incomes of $50,000 a year would
see Cuts, page 6

soundproofing and was placed theiv
by the owners after neighbors com
plained about noise.
Victims included the band’s gui
tarist Ty Longley. Many of those
killed were quickly overcome b\
fumes emitted by the foam or
became trapped in a crush at the
front door.
Biechele’s lawyer, limi Bnody. had
asked the judge to show mercy and
sentence Biechele to commuiiity ser
vice.
Briody said his client is the only
person to accept responsibilin,’ and is
truly remorseful, having w ritten let
ters of apologs’ to the families that
will be given to them later I le addeil
that Biechele had no way ot knowing
the hazardous conditions inside the
club, which he likened to a tinderbox.
Prosecutors had asked for the max
imum.
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Lompoc Airport Only 1 hour from campus
or caN805-740-9099

$20
Off
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----------------------------------------- Cal Poly Radio
Your C om m unity Calendar

Visit www.l<cpr.org for more info

Wad 9 KCPR Night at Palm Thaatra: G ivaw ays at 9; 15 showing
Milaystonas Stuffit » 8pm > Linnaaa't
Numbskull Prasants; Eligh & Lucky I Am, PSC of Living
Legends, One Block Radius
8pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
Thu 10 Numbskull Presents: Horrorpops, The Bruefs, Left Alone
9pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
SLO Ja z z Fed » 8pm > Linnaaa's
Fri 11

Numbskull Presents: Fishbone, Klockwyze
9pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
Eric Britton » 8:30pm > Linnaaa's
SLO County Youth Symphony » 7pm > Col Poly PAC

Sot 12 N umbskull Presents: Bedouin Soundclosh, O'Doyle
8pm > Downtown Brewing Co. (21-t*)
Kevin Doherty » 8:30pm > Linnoea's
University Ja z z Bands » 8pm > Cal Poly PAC
Sun 13 Aggrolitas » 7:30pm > Downtown Brewing Co.
------------

T o add y o u r e ve n t, em ail KCPRProm otions(?)gm ail.com

-------------
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continuedfrom page I
Mesa received a call trom Watton.
"I le said that it cmiies down to
tu)t having enough funds in their
budget to pay their student workers
to he out there for more than half
an hour. It's hard to believe that the
campus police department can’t
afford to pay less than $10 a day for
traffic contix)! in the afternoon. It
would cost them only a little bit to
fix a big problem, and yet they say
nothing can be dime.”
I lowever, Watton said that the
morning's traffic issues are of a
completely different nature. Mesa
wants somebody to direct traffic in
the afternoon so that cars can e.xit
campus quickly and safely. In the
morning, traffic is directed to keep
oncoming cars from blocking U.S.
Highway 1. Whereas the morning
traffic is an issue of safety, Watton
said that the afternoon problems are
more of an inconvenience issue.
"How do we solve these issues
when it's more of an incoiu'enience
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problem, or possibly a scheduling
issue, rather than a safety issue? If
it were safety, we’d definitely be
looking to do something,” Watton
said. "1 don’t know what that
might be at this point, but it’s more
of an inconvenience issue. And
while we do want it to be conve
nient, we have to weigh those kind
of things with .ivailability, person
nel, money and other things on
campus too.”
(h)iiversely. Mesa would argue
that the afternoon traffic problems
are definitely an issue of safety.
“ 1 have personally witnessed
reckless driving, with drivers pass
ing the line of cars on the left to get
off campus more quickly,” Mesa
said. “ Not having traffic control at
this time in the afternoon is dan
gerous, with frustrated drivers dri
ving recklessly and endangering
other drivers as they turn onto
Highland Drive.”
Watton agreed that the traffic
problems need to be addressed at
some point, just not now.
“While we understand that there

is backup from time to time, that’s
not the only place that the cars
back up,” Watton said. “The other
side of campus has problems of that
nature also. The petition has been
forwarded to our planning folks,
from the master plan aspect, we’ll
look at that and see what can be
done in the future. There’s a lot of
construction going on around cam
pus right now too. fhere’ll be
some changes when the construc
tion ends, and hopefully that’ll alle
viate some of the problem.”
Watton argued that there are
traffic problems all over campus,
not just where Mesa indicated. As
a temporary solution, he suggests
taking the bus or any other .ivailable form of alternative transporta
tion.
“We’re aware of the problem,”
Watton said. “While we under
stand that, it’s not necessarily a
short-term mission that we can just
quickly fix. It’s going to take some
time to work those kind of things
out and put things into place that
will work long-term.”

lion in tax breaks backed by both taxed immediately, instead of later,
Republicans and Democrats, will when taxpayers withdraw their
advance later.
invested money.
continuedfrom page 5
Those
widely
supported
tax
Opponents say the Roth plan
average a S4b tax cut.
breaks
include
preserving
tax
would
help the Treasury now but
“The Republican farty ... is
deductions
for
state
and
local
sales
shortchange the government in
sending all the millionaires on an
taxes,
a
tuition
tax
deduction,
a
tax
future years because money saved
all-expenses-paid vacation — for
break
for
teachers
who
buy
their
in a Roth IRA grows tax free.
$41,000 a year,” said Rep.Jim
McDermott, D-Wash. "The
The bill also would extend
The RepubKcaii Party ... is
rest o f America is being
for two years provisions
forced to choose between
sought by small businesses to
filling the gas tank or stock sending all the niilKonaires on
let them write off up to
ing the refrigerator.”
$1
()(),()()() m investments in
an all-expense-paid vacadon
Added Richard Neal, Dequipment.
Mass: “You cut taxes for Wall
for S41,(KK) a year.
“What we do today pro
Street at the expense of Main
tects
jobs, protects the
Jim M cD erm ott
Street.”
incomes o f our people,
U.S. dcnincrstic represcnutive from W ashington
Just l.S Democrats joined
strengthens America’s econo
all but two Ifepublicans in voting
own school supplies and a research my and protects our future,” said
for the bill.
Rep. Nancy Johnson, R-Conn.
Passage of the bill is the first step and development tax credit for
“ It will increase our debt, cut
of a two-track strategy for advanc businesses.
Under the bill passed Wednesday, taxes for the superrich, and do lit
ing the G O P’s election-year tax cut
wealthier people would be allowed tle for Americans struggling under
agenda.
The first, $70 billion tax bill to transfer retirement savings into skyrocketing gas prices,” said
focused on investor tax breaks and Roth IRAs. This w'ould provide a Mim>rity Leader Nancy Lelosi, Dalternative miniinum tax relief and shorter-term revenue boost, and Calif. “ In just five years, President
it can advance under special rules therefore helped lawmakers fit Bush and the Republican Rubber
blocking Senate Democrats from more measures into the bill. That’s Stamp Congress have turned a
filibustering it to death. Another because money moved from tradi record surplus into a record deficit
bill, which contains up to $30 bil tional IRAs into Roth accounts is of nearly $3.3 trillion.”
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3 killed by tornadoes in
Texas, including boy w ho
died when chim ney collapsed
Paul J. Weber
ASMK lA Ih l) I'RKSS

W ESTM INSTER. Texas —
One survivor said it was like a
thunderstorm that “went crazy” as
twisters ripped through rural
North Texas, reducing homes to
concrete slabs and killing three
people, including a teenager cow
ering in the stairwell of his home.
At least 26 homes were
destroyed in the storms that hit
late Tuesday and early Wednesday.
Ten people were hospitalized and
dozens of others were treated at
the scene for minor injuries.
A couple in their 80s were
found dead m a destroyed mobile
home in Westminster, about 45
miles northeast of Dallas, Collin
County Fire Marshal Steve
DefTibaugh said. A 14-year-old
boy was killed in neighboring
Grayson County when a chimney
collapsed on the stairwell where
he had taken shelter, authorities
said.
“It sounded like a regular thun-
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derstorm, then it went crazy,” said
C'athy Dotson, who huddled on
the floor of her Westminster home
with her grandchildren when the
tornado hit Tuesday night. “ I
could actually feel my house
move.”
Christy Adame, who lives a
half-mile from the home where
the elderly couple died, took shel
ter in a closet with her husband
and two sons.
When they emerged, she found
her horse barn gone, one of her
horses dead in a tree and the smell
of propane so strong — and the
risk of an explosion so high —
that officials would not let a
neighbor shoot his suffering cow,
which had been impaled on a
two-by-four.
“Now I know what an earth
quake feels like,” Adame said.
Collin County spokeswoman
Leigh Hornsby said crews went
door-to-door checking homes
early Wednesday to make sure
there were no more victims, and
believe everyone was accounted
for. The dead were identified as
I’aul Harris Newsom, 82; his wife,
Mary Ellen. 80; and C'olson
Owens, 14.
I )effihaiigh said the twisters
took Westminster’s residents “by
surprise, totally unaware.” The
community of about 420 has no
sirens, and the tornadoes hit too
fast for the county’s emergency
telephone-imtification system to
respond, he said.
National Weather Service mete
orologist Alan Moller said at least
two tornadoes hit. “I think it was
the first tornado that killed three
people,” he said. “Then there was a
larger tornado after that that prob
ably did extensive damage.’’
The damage track was estimat
ed at a half-mile wide and 6 to 7
miles long.
Storms also raked Arkansas early
Wednesday, toppling trees, damag
ing roofs and downing power
lines. Students at a Little Rock
junior high school were evacuated
to a high school next door after a
tree fell near fuel tanks. A FedEx
truck was blown into the median
of Interstate 530.
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Boogie woog^e the nig^t away
Ronnie Meehan

County,” Rinzler added.
M USI A N C D AIIY
Joining Wright on-stage will he four swing dancers
who will show the audience how to dance to this
It'you are itching to boogie woogie the night away upbeat music,
then C'al Poly’s Jazz Night on Saturday will give you the
“It is really rare to have swing dancers on stage at a
beats to do so.
formal concert,” Rinzler said.
The Blues and Boogie Big Band
The University Jazz Band No. 2
will also be performing numerous
— also known as Cal Poly’s Jazz
liand No. 1 — will be pertornnng
pieces by Jordan on Saturday night.
According to a press release, two C'al
the blues and boogie wotigie music
Poly combos “will showcase exam
of Louis Jordan and other
ples of bluesy and soulful jazz.”
songs of the PMOs and 1950s.
The ctincert kicks otTat S p.m. in
The University Jazz Band No. I
Harman Hall at the C.hristopher
is professionally contracted to pkiy
(a)han CXmter. Paul Rinzler, direc
at the Sacramento Jazz Jubilee,
tor of jazz studies at C'al Poly, is
which IS the largest jazz concert in
excited about this year’s theme.
the wtirld. The band has also per
formed at the San Jose Jazz Society’s
“ Louis Jordan music is such
Sunday jazz series, a swing dance
great music.” he said. “ It is really
series in Santa Barbara, the Mtirro
simple, which makes it very acces
Bay Jazz Festival, the Jazz Jubilee in
sible. But it is also great to listen to
Pismo Beach and as an opening act
and perform to.”
Jordan’s songs are known kir
for comedian Bob Newhart.
1 he Jazz Band plays a monthly
their amusing lyrics and subject
matter. Titles such as “You Dyed
concert during the regular school
year. Using their vast repertoire, a
Your Hair Cdiartreuse” aiul “Ain’t
Nobody Here but Us Cdnckens”
unii|ue musical theme is picked
are a few of Jordan’s coniedic songs.
every month. I heir repertoire
includes: moilern big band compo
“ He’s got a real strong sense of
sitions,
swing dance, world music,
humor — yet the music has really
— Paul Rinzler
he.ivy-nietal, TV themes and jazz
strong jazz values,” Rinzler said.
i l i n -c t o r o f j .i/ z s i u il ic i
for
cartoons.
Renowned San Luis Obispo jazz
Tickets to the Jazz Night
vocalist. Sunny Wright, will be fea
(kmcert are Sb to $15 and can be bought at the
tured t)ii stage.
( (U K ii s v m o l o
"Sunny Wright is a great jazz vocalist. She is singing Pertbrniing Arts Ticket (^thce. lb order by phone, call
Cal Polys Blues and Bougie Big Band will be performing Louis Jordan
the blues the w.iy a jazz musician would. She is prob- SIO-ARTS (756-2787); to order.on online, visit
hits Saturday at 8 p.m. in Harman Hall.
ably the most prominent jazz vocalist in SLO www.pacslo.org.

ordans
is such
great music ...
H e’s got a real
strong sense
o f humor —
yet the music
has really
strong A
jazz valu es.^
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1638 Osos Street
San Luis Obispo

Come hear Dr. Erwin W. Lutzer, pastor of Mooify
Church in Chicago and author of

Deception, address questions
The Da Vinci Code.

Open 7 days a week

The Da Vinci

raised by

GROCERY

Separate fact from fiction.
Equip yourself with the truth.

....

Tuesday, May 9, 7:00 p.m.
at Grace Bible Church in Arroyo Grande
( 805) 489-4200

Thursday, May 11,7:00 p.m.
at Atascadero Bible Church
( 805) 466-2051

Friday, May 12, 7:00 p.m.
at Grace Church in San Luis Obispo
( 805) 543-2358
Sponsored by

C tN T K A L C O A S T
e v a n q e iic a l p a s t o r s n e t w o r k

For more information visit
wwwxaiitrfIcMStclwrcliiiciMi
www.thedavincichallenge.com

Come by and see why SLO County
has voted Gus’s the Best Sandwich
16years in a row.
The BEST Patio
with the BEST Happy Hour Prices!
G Draft beers to choose from, lowest price in town 3-7:30 P.M. Daily!
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H i, I ’m m arried
MD

pring break marks
a time when stu
dents can go away
to tar-oti places and party.
I also celebrated my oneyear-wedding anniversary
over spring break.
Yes, I am married.
1 am 22 years old and
have been married tor a
year. When people find
out I am married they
look at me like 1 am a freak
show.
I dread the first day of class
because of having to introduce
myself and explain that I am mar
ried. I remember during one of
my classes this past winter my pro
fessor asked,“What is it like to be
married?"
My response was “it’s life.” This
created quite a few chuckles and I
had to explain why I said what 1
did.
It is what I know, and as cliché
as it sounds, I wouldn’t change it
if my life depended on it.
My husband and I dated for
three and a half years before we
realized we were serious about
each other. We decided to get
married and our families were
very supportive.
My parents, his parents and his
brother were all married young
and they were not opposed to our
decision. However, our friends
weren’t happy.
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Most of our friends thought we
were making a terrible decision
and it would rum us for the rest
of our lives. The males usually
commented about his being stuck
to one woman for the rest of his
life.
It is really hard to make a lifechanging decision and not have
the support of friends. Hut our
minds were made and we were
married on a cold, rainy day in
March.
So far we have had minor dis
putes and several events that have
brought us even closer. At times
we want to strangle each other but
the thought passes fairly quickly.
Halancing school and marriage
IS the same as balancing school
and a serious relationship, except
that marriage is a little harder to
back out of.
Heing married is like having a
permanent support system. My
husband is more than willing to
help me t>ut and has been forced
to go to more than his fair share

U A I I Y Ì K X A N (U . T tX A S )

AUSTIN,Texas — Nintendo fans rejoice
— your savior has returned. That’s
right, Mario’s back, and this time he’s
not driving karts or playing baseball. “ New Super Mario Hros.” brings
Mario back to his mushroom-munch
ing, princess-saving roots on your DS
with 3-1) characters against the 2-1)
side-scrolling backdrops from Mario’s
heyday on NES and SNF.S.
IMumber jokes aside, there are a few
cracks in Mario’s latest .idventure. Gamers f
w ho've b.ittled Howser with the Hig M
since 1')H.3 will be tlisappointed at Ikhv
much “New” feels like the original
“Super Mario Hros.” and “Super
Mario Hms. 3. ”Simply put, for a
game with “new” in the title,“ New
Super Mario Hros." is anything but.
Mario makes use of six or so
power-ups III his latest quest to s.ivt
Princess loadstool (again).You'll fiiii!
fmiiliar fauirites such as mushrotniis,^
fire tlowers and invincibility stars
.ilong with mushrooms that make
Mario gigantic, mushrooms that make
him a pint-sized plumber and even a bhu
Koopa shell that allows Mario to try
prmcess-s.iving with a reptilian perspective.
If this game were released back when big
hair was cool and MTV actually played
music videos, this tiny assortment of power-

í’-xf'
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ot events.
He is my greatest critic
and is w illing to read the
stones 1 write for the
“Mustang Daily.” I accept his
honesty better than most
because I know what he says
is out of love and he wants
me to do the best 1 can.
It is frustrating the way
people react to my marriage.
Some are more accepting
than others and 1 appreciate
people tliat don’t ask ridiculous
questions like “why?”
1 am not ashamed to be married
but 1 do hate answering stupid ques
tions.
Since our marriage we h.we had
several other friends get married. We
support their decision and don’t ask
“why?” — instead w'e congratulate
them.
At times I question my decision
to get married. I wonder whether I
should h.ive waited and dated some
more. Hut 1 know 1 made the right
decision.
Recently, a male friend w.ts
debating on whether or not he
wanted to ,isk his long-time girl
friend to marry him.
My husband told him that at
times he asks himself“What the hell
w.is thinking?” but he kiunvs he
wouldn't change his decision for the
world.
Ciur marriage isn’t a regret in
either of our minds. It was the
best decision of our lives.

S av in g th e p rin c e ss sin ce 1 9 8 5
Jonathan S. McNamara

*

OMG What ar^
we going to do
when we
graduate??

I don't know girl,
I'm still figuring
out how to wear
this cap and gown!

ups might have been passable, but in an age where
RHCis have multiple endings and first-person shoot
ers come with a full arsenal, Mario’s range o f skills
and tools in “New” make him seem dated. For a
game banking so much on its retro appeal, it’s stag
gering that fan favorites such as the
Tanuki suit from “Mario 3” or Yoshi
.from “Super Mario World” don’t
^make an appearance.
Still, “New'” does have a few
!things going for it. (iraphically,
Mario’s l)S adventure is the best^looking one by far. Incorporating 3-1)
.characters into Mario’s 2-1) world
means lighting effects and movements
are more realistic then their pixi^
lated predecessors. These eflects
^
are most notable in every
1^*” ' world’s final st.ige where light
from flaming lava pits dances on
Mario’s brow as he stomps on the
lumbering skeleton Dry Hones.
However, graphic superiority does
not a great game make. Ultimately,
even the most die-hard Mario fans
'will be disappointed, thanks to this
^game’s lack of innovation coupled
with its failure to incorporate more of
le classic elements that made Mario great.
tlu
1hose gamers who are new to the fray and missed
Mario’s 2-1) adventures on the original Nintendo
or Super Nintendo stand to
gain a lot more from
“New” than the rest o f us.

Mii
Submit your stories to THE VELVET ROPE In 700 words or less to
mustangdallydlverslons9gmall.com.
Must be 21 and up to enter.
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a
c la s s ?

Are the Cal Poly classes you need full or
not offered this summer? Take an online
course from Allan Hancocic College
and pay just $16 a unit!
Complete genera/ ed., support, and major classes at
Alfan Hancock College. Hundreds of Hancock courses
fulfil/your Ca/ Po/y lower division graduation requirements.

Examples of online classes
available this summer
CAL POLY COURSE
A N T 250
ART I I I
ECON 201
ECON 22)
ECON222
ES1)4
K/NE 250
IVl^TH 1)8
PSY201 or 202
STAT2H &212.2) 7,
218. 221,25)
CPGEAI
CPGEA2/A3
(Nc3t for engneerng students)
CPGEA3
(Not for engneefng students)

A H C E Q U IV A LE N T
=
=
=
SS
»
«
»
»
«

ANTHROJO?
ART 101
BUS 121/ECON 12)
ECON 102
ECON 10)
ECS 116
H E D 100
MATH 13)
PSYCH 10)
MATH 123

«
«

E N O . 10)
ENGL 102
ENGL 103

For a complete list of Allan Hancock College
summer 2006 online and onsite courses,
go to www.hancockcollege.edu and
click on "University Programs."

Register online

M a y 1- June 10, 2 0 0 6
www.hancockcollege.edu

The A H C summer session runs

J u n e 19-A u g u s t 10, 2006 .

ALLAN HANC€K:K C O LLEG E
A California public community coHege
800 South CoHege Dnve, Santa Maria
toil /fee I -866-DIAL AH C (342-5242) ext. 3363

COURir^SY P H O TO
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Thai, American artists collaborate in art exdiang^
Christina Casci

idea for Mukdamanee’s paintings began as he
M U S IAN C ; DAII Y
was flying from Thailand to the United States.
“When you are flying, you feel like you are
What would a picture that was partially of on the top of the world,” he said. “You can see
Thailand and partially of the United States the light and the atmosphere and feel cool and
look like?
mysterious.”
Five Thai artists have dreamed up that
“It is interesting to know that 1 gained a day
image and put it on canvas — and starting and when I go back 1 am going to lose a day,”
Thursday at 4 p.m. the C'al l\)ly community Mukdamanee said.
w'ill be able to see their art at the “FAC 111:
The texture in his paintings was a reference
Thai-American Art Exchange 2006.”
to the mountains, he said.
“The artists have to leave soon after the
“It is abstract and doesn’t relate directly,”
opening day,” said Cdiristine Kuper, coordina Mukdamanee said. “All the lines 1 used are
tor of the University Art (iallery. “One of the from Thai art, but the rest of the painting is in
artists will kick it off though with a presenta the style of the United States so the two are
tion.”
combined.”
The Thai artists that have created art for this
Sithiratn, 59, is a professor of sculpture at
show are Vichoke Mukdamanee, Vichai Silpakorn. He has been teaching for more than
Sithiratn, Saravudth Duangjumpa, Sakchai 30 years and plans on retiring next year, he
Uthitho and Montri Sangtnusikganon. Each said.
has a dilferent kind of work to bring to the
His sculpture has a video that goes with it
event. Even though many of the artists barely during the exhibit that will show the process
speak English, they wanted to share some of creating it. Even though it took him about
insight into their paintings.
five days to make it, there is a lot of meaning
Mukdamanee, 53, is the director of art at behind the sculpture.
Silpakorn University in Bangkok, Thailand.
“It is about focusing your mind,” Sithiratn
Silpakorn is the university that C'al Poly is said. “The symbol represented here is very
working with to make the exhibit work. The important to a branch of Buddhism.”
The symbol never dies, just like the
human’s mind, he added.
“1 want people to look at their inner
selves,” he said. “Be aware of their ow'ii
thought.”
1)uangjumpa, 54, is also a professor of
sculpture at Silpakorn. His creation,
which is almost completed, is composed
of wall insulation.
“1 want to take something that is
usually on the inside, and show it on the
outside,” Duangjumpa said. “I came up
w'ith the ideas after I saw the materials.”
His idea changed many times due to
the lack of time and thi limited mater
ial, he said.
“The sculpture represents the
machine, the material and the person,”
Duangjumpa said. “It really is a combi
nation of all three things and 1 want
people to see it represented in the
work.”
Uthitho, 38, is part of the ficulty at
Mahasarakham
University
in
Mahasarakham, Thailand. He is the
apprentice of Mukdamanee.
His smaller paintings were drawn on
t:ouRTF-SYPHOTX) his way back to San Luis Obispo from a
Saravudth Duangjumpa, a sculpture professor, will recent trip to San Francisco,
present pieces made of fiberglass.
The two larger paintings and a few

C lo c k • W a lth e r • H & K • R o g e r • K o c h

C O llR ir S Y P H O TO

Sakchai Uthitho, professor at Mahasarakham University in Thailand, will display
paintings at Cal Poly comparing the university with Thai culture.
smaller ones are a combination ofThai culture
and the culture at C'al Poly, he said.
“In one, I assess elephants because that is the
symbol for Thailand, it used to be on the flag,”
Uthitho said. “Then, I .idded the stars because
they are a part of the American flag.”
He started out using sponges and brushes,
but decided to use something different and
began using pieces of flip-flops.
Sangnuisikganon, 43, is a vice chair at
Thaksin University in the Songkhla province
in Thailand.
His painting was also a mix of the United
States and Thailand, and it represents modes of
transportation, he said.
“Thailand uses boats and oars while the
U.S.
uses
horses
and
walking,”
Sangtnusikganon said.“I used warm colors for
climate in Thailand and cool colors for the
nature at Cal Poly.”
The American artist who has been traveling

with the group ofThai artists,James Elsinki, is
an art professor at the School of the Art
Institute of CdiicMgo.
He got involved in the program from the
beginning, having already acquainted himself
with George Jercich, the professor of art, fnim
Cal Poly who started the exchange.
“This is a cRiss-cultural exchange between
Thai,Vietnaniese and American artists,” Elsinki
said.
Though this event is the second exchange
of people. It is the third time swapping art.
“ In 2(KM), they got the funds to exchange
people so that they could interact and create
something together,” she added.
All the artists said that they love San Luis
C3bispo and C'al Poly because of the nature
and the people.
“ I was a little scared before I came to the
United States,” Sithiratn said. “Now that I’m
here, it’s not as bad as I thought it would be.”

P o ly
P o e tr y

ASI Events presents...

Itanae Master
INDOOR S H O O TIN G RANGE
Pistol • Rifle • Shotgun

S u b m it y o u r o rig in a l w p rk to
rr> U 'S ta n g d a lly ,d iv « rslo n t< ò > g m d ll.ro m

Full S e rvice
Gunshop
Chumash Auditorium
M o n d a y , M a y 15

• Gun Rentals $5 each
• Gun Sales (From just $25 over cost)
• Huge Selection of Ammunition
Pepper Spray and
• Certified Shooting Instruction
Personal Protection
• Pepper Spray, Stun Gun, and
Products
Personal Protection Products
• Gun Accessories - Holstres and Gun Safes
• Sure Fire Flashlights
• Bench-made Knives
• 5.11 Tactical Wear

At 8 p.m.
Doors open 7:30 p m.

SHOOT FOR FREE
WITH PURCHASE OF 2 BOXES OF AMMO PER PERSON 310 CALIBER & LARGER
Mention AO

O p e n : M o n -F ri 10:30am - 5 :3 0 p m
Sat. 11:00am - 4 :0 0 p m
ra n g e m a ste r@ sb cg lo b a l.n e t

w w w .ra n g e m a ste rg u n s.co m

1 4 9 G r a n a d a D r i v e , S u it e A • S a n L u is O b i s p o • 5 4 5 -0 3 2 2

W e a tH e rb y • R e m m ln g to n • M a rlin
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W R H E A EF IT E R
Mustang 1)aily reserves the right
to eilit letters tor graniinar. profani
ties and length. 1 etters. eoininentaries .iiui eartoons do not represent
the \ lews o f the Mustang 1)aily.
Ple.ise limit length to 2.3(1 words.
I etters shoiikl iiu lude the w riter's
full name, phone number, major
and class standing, l etters must
com e from a Ckil Poly e-mail
.iccount. 1)o not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the text in
the bi>dy o f the e-mail.
By e-tiiatl:
imistangdaily^.ginail.coin
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, SLO, CA 93407

C O R R E C T IO N S
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the Cal Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send yt)ur correction sugges
tions to mustangdailyfa/gmail.com

N O T IC E
The Mustang Daily is a “desig
nated public forum.” Student edi
tors have full authority to make all
ct)iitent decisit)us without censor
ship or advance approval.
May 11, 2006
V o lu m e L X I X , N o . 132 © 2 0 0 6
Mustang Daily
printed by University Graphics Systems

"I’m running au>ay toJoin the arcus."
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SEX C O L U M N

A woman’s right to the ‘big O ’
arrested and
n the Medieval
hauled off to
period, scholars s.iy
prison
in
that the eoniinon
these
states
belief regarding haby
for
simply
making was that both men
wanting
to
r.
Tv
and woen had to orgasm
Ak
get
oft.
in intercourse in order to
M
eanw
hile,
release the egg and sperm
erectile dysfor forination.Though the
f II n e t i o n
times weren’t exactly
a w a r e Me s s
blissful (The IMague any
ads, coupled
one?), this meant that at
with a huge
least the women could
open
market
count on some sexual
for Viagra,
pleasure. Then a whole
rim
every
BY Ja n ice edman
biineli of other stuff hap
com m ercial
pened over the centuries,
b r e a k .
like
witch
Inirnings,
which generally gave women a had name and I immm ...
The irony is, most young guys today don’t
didn't lielp them much m any department, let
seem
to mind if their girlfriends mvn a vibrator,
alone the bedroom. Ihe Victorians especially,
dildo or any toy of the like. I hough I've been
with the regal “lady in black" runimig the show,
forhiddei) to name names (and that’s not very
pressed that women should have absolutely noth
progressive of you, unnamed vibrator support
ing to do with sex, save
ers), a lot of dudes 1
the few necessary times
spoke to admit that they
within the confines of
like to timm their girl’s
marriage to, you know,
little friend into the mix
regenerate the popula
every now and then. "If
tion. Even up tt) the
she wants a little some
“Summer of Love,"
thing extra to get
women’s pleasure was
going, w by would I have
treated as a taboo sub
a problem with that?"
ject. Everyone knew
said one such valiant
that men were sexual
fella.
fiends, but women were
So the advice I may
barred from the subject
give any girl out there,
to the point that the
incliidiiig the firm rec
female orgasm was con
ommendation not to
sidered a myth.
pl.m on a shopping spree
Miaiik (iod th.it s all
m Texas, (ieorgia or
chaiigetl
...
right?
.Alabama, is to get in on
Some regions of the
the fun. In the past
world might still need
month alone, several of
some
impiovemeiit
mv close girlfriends h.ive
'let's start with the
taken the plunge and
women m Saudi Arabia
have gone from the
who get their toes i ut
awful eontession, “ I
don’t know if I’ve e\er
off for wearing nail
h.id an org.isin" (believe
polish), but here m the
me. you’d know) to
great state of (kihfornia
“Ubb, eotVee later
a woman now proudly
tonight? (ice I’d love to.
has the right to a little
but (buzzzz) I’m kinda
enjoyment, man or no
man. In her eolimin m Jane magazine a tew years biisv."
ago, Pamela Anderson made mention of a wellP vun haven t already, ladies out there, join the
publicized trip the posh (iwyneth Paltrow made good times. Trust me, you 11 be happy you did.
to an adult store, where she bought dozens of
toys to surprise her friends with at a bachelorette
lattice luhnati is an l:ii\jlish senior and a Mnstanf’
party. Pam cheered Ciwyneth on for proving that Daily coinninisl.
real women, not just porn
stars and prostitutes, actually
enjoy sex and sexual plea
sure.
But believe it or not.
(iw yneth’s buying habits
aren't enough to relax some
of the more archaic state laws
in this country. In Ckilifornia,
we seem to have it easy. As
recently as 2(M)4, a woman in
Texas was arrested and faced
with up to a year in jail for
izz sticks from
explaining to other women
this era were so
how to use a dildo (it sounds
E^XPLAINS
self-explanatory hut I guess a
if a / f
durable that they
girl might still have ques
still circulate as
tions). However, this isn't an
semi-valuable
isolated case. Texas, (ieorgia
and Alabama all have laws
antiques. Scan
that prohibit the sale of
By
eBay if you don't
D a n ie l
vibrators and make it illegal
C in g ra s
believe m e ^ ^
to have more than five (why
five, you may ask? Absolutely
no idea.)
Women have actually been

I

frf'

E v ery o n e k n ew
th at m e n w ere
sexu al fien d s,
b u t w o m e n w ere
barred from the
su b ject to the
p o in t that the
fem a le o rg a sm
w as co n sid ered a
m y th .

M onday - T h e B o tto m Line
Hhiilitu; eeeryilay etliical issues in the hiisiiiess iivrU
by Aliz.i Elbert and Jciinette ikill.is
Tuesday - P olitical c o lu m n ists

• Jail; Hiiih with lack (Uheral I’iewj
• Ihe Riiylil ILiy Hwiiservative riewj
by Jack Ingrain and Brian Eller
W ednesday - Poly P o in t-b la n k
'¡'he A S I president writes ahonf the
issues he finds iinportani to the sludeni
body.
bv Islor Muldlestailt
T h u rsd a y - Sex c o lu m n s
• Daniel Sexplains it All (Male niiw)
• ( 'nder the ('otvrs with Janice
(f emale rieie)
by Daniel Giiigras andj.iiiicc Etlnuii
F riday - Two Cilassy G ents
They're taken on President liaker,
Saentohmy, lore-niakin\; and Chuck
Liddell. 11'//.If will onr hinnor cohininists
take on ne.xt?
Isy .Mike Matzke .iiid 1)oii^ Bni/zone
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LETTERS

O h B r ia n E lle r , p le a s e
im p r o v e
I write to you as a impassioned
plea to improve your editorial
skills: Research your topic and cite
your sources. Your latest commen
tary complaining about unneces
sary city fees lacked even the most
basic assessment of the issue. For
example I’m totally unclear why
this fee is any worse for students
than it is for other residents .of San
Luis Obispo because you provide
no facts or argument to support

11

6^d.

TO THE EDITOR
P a le s t in e A w a r e n e s s
W e ek la c k s a w a r e n e s s
So now Mr. COiowdliry is call
ing anyone who supports the state
of Israel ignorant. He says the
media is biased in favor of Israel.
However, it is not in the media’s
interest to be biased in favor of
Israel; the media loves the under
dog. All 1 see when I read the
paper about something that hap
pened in Israel is a body count.
This could be due to an IDF
airstrike, or a suicide bomber.
What do you expect them to
report on? The vast Palestinian
culture?
It’s a non-story to
Americans,just as Israeli culture is
a non-story. No one denies that
Palestinians have a culture ... after
all, they used to be called
Jordanians, back when Jordan was
111 control of the disputed territo
ries.
Palestine Awareness Week needs
to make people aware of the cor
rupt leadership that has shafted
the Palestinians for so long, not
the Israeli government, who has
actually given more aid (this
includes monetary and social aid)
to the Palestinians than any other
country or organization ever has.
I’m aware that the Palestinian
Liberation Organization was cre
ated three years BEFORE the dis
puted territories were won by
Israel, thereby negating all claims
that terrorism conies from occu
pation. I’m aware that the average
Palestinian is living in squalor
while the late Yasser Arafat was
worth over 1 BILLION dollars,
which is now in possession of his
wife living comfortably in France.
I’m aware that the IDF risks sol
diers’ lives by doing door-to-door
manhunts for terrorists, while
instead they could carpet bomb
the entire area and not worry
about civilian casualties, like the
U.S. has been doing in Iraq. Mr.
Chowdhry and Ms. Foroohar are
trying to make you believe other
wise this week; they are trying to
make you believe it is all Israel’s
fault, when instead they should be
directing their efforts to the ani
mals that have incited hatred into
the Palestinian population. And
Mr. CTiowdhry is even trying to
convince you that Hamas has no
problem with Jews, when they
make it no secret that Jews are the
problem. Make the decision for
yourself, and know that Palestine
Awareness Week is missing a lot of
awareness.
Yoav Ben-Haim
Mediamcal aiiiinccrhiii Junior

www.mustangdaily.net i
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that statement. Rudim entary
research about the Fire Inspection
fee would have revealed that San
Luis Obispo city staff prepared a
report for the city council analyz
ing the costs and benefits of the
fee. In order to approve such an
act, the city council had to prepare
a document to be included in the
accessible record implicitly stating
how the services provided by the
fee helped protect public health,
safety and welfare. Note that by
State law Section 66014, all “fees”
imposed by a public agency must
be spent on the provision of a spe
cific service and cannot exceed the
cost of providing said service.
Instead of ranting about one fee
increase, you could have rationally
responded to the city’s assessment
of the benefits and countered their
argument in support of the fee.
Your argument for fiscal conser
vatism implies that all “fees” are
unnecessary because they drive up
the cost of living for students.
Brian, if you don’t like paying for
the services government in the
United States provides (including
your education), I suggest you
move somewhere like Rwanda,
Liberia or CTiina. Their tax codes
are very “conservative,” as are the
services they provide.
Todd Fawley-King
City and regional planninj^
senior

M SA g u est is a n tiA m e ric a n
Whenever someone is brought
to our great campus, many ques
tions should be asked. How will

they be perceived? Do they sup
port our cause in the right way?
Do we actually believe in all that
they say? Are they extremists?
These questions were hardly asked,
let alone answered when the
Muslim
Student
Association
(MSA) decided to bring Amir
Abdel Malik to our campus.
Let me give you some back
ground on what may transpire on
Thursday, May 11, 2(M)6. This
Amir of the Oakland area may
proceed to tell you that he is a
moderate. Here is a good first
quote to help understand him.
The guy thinks that “the
Israelis...were ‘in-control’ of Sept.
I 1” and that it was “an excuse to
wage war against .Muslims around
the world.” Not only that but he
was quoted in Berkeley as saying.
“We ain't gonna lose. We must
implement Islam as a totality,” in
which “Allah controls every place
— the home, the classroom, the
science lab, the halls of CTmgress.”
H e’s talking about taking control
of the government of the United
States and implementing a Sharia
Islamic Republic!
In the last three years, his major
talks at UC! Irvine. UG Santa CTuz
and UC! Berkeley have all included
extremist terrorist ideologies and
anti-American statements. He has
been quoted as saying that the wars
against Iraq ((?ulf War and Iraqi
Freedom) were manufactured by
the Jews in America. Is this guy
serious? Where are his facts to
make that case?
This man continues to support
Hamas. Docum ented evidence

shows his support goes back at
least to 1999 when he gave a
speech at a San Francisco rally
praising the terrorist organization.
His speech included calls that
“Muslims must reject such a desig
nation (against labeling Hamas a
terrorist organization).” Hamas has
been responsible for 60 terrorist
attacks.
The guy is also a great propa
gandist. He’ll distort facts and use
clever wording to make you think
that w’hat he says is the truth. If
you don’t know the facts, he may
easily fool you. If you would like
to see him yell and propagandize
to a supportive crowd of Allahu
Akbar screaming fans, check out
http: / /stand wi thus.com / U( T_mci
temeiu2005.asp. He was brought
to Berkeley in February 2004 and
even some Muslim students were
uncomfortable
and
ashamed.
Some went so far as to say, “As a
Muslim, I just want to apologize.”
This is not something we need
and not someone any honest orga
nization would bring to speak at a
peaceful and just campus like C!al
Poly. Do the research before bring
ing radical extremists to this cam
pus.
JefT Pathman
(Computer en<’incerin<; junior

But the questions that I have for
those “ Free Palestine” shirt-wear
ing people are:
1) What do you mean by
“Palestine?”
2) In which ways do you mean to
make Palestine “free?”
There have been the 1993 Oslo
Agreements, C'amp David agree
ments m 2(MK). (Despite Israel heed
ing to almost all of the Palestinian
demands, Arafat walked out because
he feared of being murdered for
finalizing the two state solution) and
the Israeli pullout from Gaza.
(Handed over to the Palestinians
were greenhouses to help jumpstart (iaza’s economy, but the
Gazans rioted and damaged them.)
Israelis are currently planning to
drop most West Bank Settlements,
hand tiver Arab Jerusalem to the
Palestinians, finalize borders and
give the Palestinians 10(1 percent
independence.
Unfortunately the Palestinian
government has welcomed this as a
“declaration of war.”
Today Hamas continues to say
that they want all of Israel as a part
of their Palestinian state under the
Koran. They also inciting the
crowds to say their greatest desire is
“death for the sake tif Allah.”
“Free Palestine” to the Palestinian
leadership means taking over all of
“Palestine,” including Israel, through
violent means.
“ Free P a le stin e ” T -sh irts
So please reassess your support
Seems simple, even hip. If “Free for those “hip” T-shirts. What mat
Palestine” meant to just give ters is not what you think it
Palestinians an independent state, means, but how the Palestinian
then I along with almost all Jews, leadership interprets the statement
including the Israelis, would pay to “Free Palestine.”
propagandize such a positive mes
Paul Borsuk
sage.
Business senior

M
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Todays college students
stay in school longer
III DMI Y U N IV I HM (K V U )

Utali — Marx Ann
(olinson st.irtcd Iut collciie ciliKatn'ii at Brigham r'oung Univcrsirx’ as
a I eager lS-\car-old, hill x)t hopes
iKi ambitions tor ner hiture career
a nurse. 1)etermined to do things
;nt. Johnst)!! obtained a pre-iuirsing course map and meticulously
planned out the ne.xt tour years ot
her life, w irti the vision of saving
peoples' lives as a motivating force
behind every class she tmik.
Bur after the four years had
p.issed. johnson had yet to set foot in
a Imspital. After applying mice to
the BYU nursing program and
being rejected both times. Johnson
w.is thrown off-course.
"1 was sort of lost for a w hile," she
said.'M didn’t know what to do.”
l.ventually Johnson made the
decision to give up on her dream of
becoming a nurse and settled for a
piiolic health major just to get out of
school. After a full five years,Johnson
said the only thing she wanted was
to finish. After carrying a 14-hour
credit load for over 10 semesters, in
adilition to working part time in
order to pay for tuition, Johnson
duln't have much left to give.
"1 regret not going into what 1
wanted to,” she said. “But I’m defi
nitely glad just to be done.”
Jishnson’s case is a typical one for
BYU students, and a better-than\er.ige c.ise compared the rest of the
slate. 1he Associated Bress reported a
statistic from the National Center
tor Bublic Policy and Higher
1diication, which found that about
h.ilf of all Utah students who start
I c>llene directlv out of high school
I'K O V t),
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still h.iven't obtained a. bachelor's
degree after six years, and have a
hard rime finishing an associate's
Mtliiii three.
i his average is significantly lower
than tlie national average, despite its
own climbing numbers over the past
three decades. According to the U.S.
1)epartnient of Education, the aver
age number of years it took to
obtain a bachelor's degree during
the Id70s was 4..32 years. That aver
age increased to 4.4b years during
the IbSOs, and continued its ascent
into the IhhOs, at 4..S8 years.
Havid Longanecker, a researcher
at
the
Western
Interstate
Commission for Higher Education,
cited three main reasons for the
increase, as published in Toolbox
Revisited, a compilation of research
done after following high school
students for eight years. Longanecker
said more students are dropping
more courses while enrolled. He also
said many colleges have increased
the number of hours required to
graduate, and more students are
dropping out of school for extended
periods of time and then coming
back to finish.
BYU is keeping pace, however,
with the average having stayed just
under 10 semesters for first-time,
degree-seeking students to graduate.
Students at the University of Utah
are taking an average of 12 semes
ters, and at Utah State University, less
than half of first-time, full-time stu
dents graduate within six years.
For a period of time, BYU was
charging students extra tuition once
the students exceeded a certain
number of hours. Now letters aa*
sent out to encourage students to get
through as soon as possible.

Study: California has worst
air quality in the country
E. Ashley Wright
I HI ( A I I I D K M A A C I.II (L'l -DAVIS)

DAVIS — Experts now say thev
believe (kiliforma's .lir quality to be
the worst in the nation, with the
majority of the cities on the
American l ung Association's (ALA)
“State of the Air: 2()()b” worst air
quality list located in California.
While Los Angeles was ranked as the
wurst city on the ALA's list,
researchers now say cities within the
San Joaquin Valley should top the
list.
Researchers cite a growing popu
lation and increased fuel emissions as
the biggest contributors to ozone
depletion and particle contamina
tion. The state’s unique geography
may also be a contributing factor.
According to Mike Kleenian, pro
fessor of civil and environmental
engineering at the University of
California-Davis, C'alifornia’s unique
mix of mountains and valleys affects
pollution levels.
“Air quality is affected by the pol
lutants we emit and the air’s ability
to mix those pollutants into the
atmosphere,” he said. “In the valleys,
meteorological conditions can create
a stagnation condition in which the
pollution is trapped and stays close
to the ground, affecting air quality in
those regions.”
Kent Pinkerton, UC Davis pro
fessor of pediatrics and co-director
of the San Joaquin Valley Aerosol
Health Effects Research O n ter, said
the O ntral Valley is one of the most
affected areas.
“Four out of 10 of the most pol
luted cities in the U.S. are in the

(Y'litral Valiev,” he said. "The geograpiiical region we are m, com
bined with the agricultural industry,
creates verv poor conditions for air
iiuality.”
Pinkerton said in addition to
reducing emissions. C'alifornians
need to encourage government offi
cials to address the issue.
“Legislators need to stand up and
protect the environmental interests
of Californians,” he said. “The pro
posal to exclude the mining and
agricultural industries from air qual
ity standards is a step in the wrong
direction. We should be held
accountable for maintaining clean
air in this county.”
With environmental policy and
air quality at the forefront of current
national debate, California guberna
torial candidates are advertising
clean-air platforms in an attempt to
sway environmentally minded vot
ers.
Brian Brokaw, spokesperson for
California State Treasurer and
gubernatorial
candidate
Phil
Angelides, said Angelides will make
every effort to improve the air qual
ity in California.
“He will build on the work he
has done in investing money into
renewable sources of energy,” he
said. “He will encourage flexiblefuel cars, convert all state and local
government fleets to clean and effi
cient vehicles and put in place a
comprehensive smart-growth plan
to curb urban sprawl.”
Brokaw noted that Angelides
recently received an endorsement
from the California League of

( Ainservation Voters over his democ
ratic opponent. State (Ymtroller Steve
Westly.
Nick Velasqued, press secretary for
Westly, said the controller plans to
continue his involvement in environ
mental politics if elected governor.
“He is already invested in reducing
our independence on foreign oil,
increasing the use of hybrid and elec
tric vehicles and solar energy,” he said.
“He is also involved in efforts to
decrease the effects of global warming
and other threatening conditions.”
Cov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, fre
quently criticized for his anti-envi
ronmental legislation and personal
vehicle choice, has begun advertising
his efforts at improving air quality as
the election approaches.
According to an April 20 press
release, Schwarzenegger is committed
to “energy efficiency, conservation
and pollution reduction.” The release
alleges that Schwarzenegger has successfially balanced economic growth
with environmental protection.
“While taking unprecedented
steps to preserve California’s beauty
and protect the health of its inhabi
tants, the governor has also overseen
an economy producing job growth
that outpaces the nation,” the release
stated.
With the November 2006 elec
tions more than six months away,
researchers urge Californians to
reduce emissions and particle pollu
tion in any way they can. Experts
suggest biking or carpooling to
work, buying fuel-efficient vehicles
and reducing wood-burning in the
winter season.

To save m oney, officials say consolidate debt
W h e n y o u b u y a n v d r in k
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RENtL Nev. — \X ith so.iring edu
cation prices aild the likelihiKnl of
interest rates going up, students can
handle their debts by consolidating
them, suying .iway from their ca‘dit
cards and living frugally.
Renee McCloud, a financial aid
officer at the University of Nevaila,
Reno, said students should Kx>k into
consoliilating all their variable rate
student loans into a single fixed inter
est rate loan.
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“We’re expecting a substantial
jump (in interest rates) this July l,” she
s.ud.
In order for a student to consoli
date their loans, the student must
request it in writing, McCloud said.
Students will no longer be able to
consolidate their loans once they
graduate until after July 1, she said.
If a student has taken out student
loans tn>m one bank, the student must
consolidate at that bank, McC'Ioud
said. However, students can consoli
date with anv bank if thev’ve bor-
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mwed from two or more banks, she
said.
Consolidation, while available,
locks in an interest rate of 4.7 percent,
and saves students money as long as
variable interest rates stay above 4.7
percent.
Mark Pingle, a UN R economics
profevsor, said that it is very likely
interest rates will continue to rise.
He said that fears of inflation could
be driving up interest rates. If inflation
rises, banks make borrowing more
expensive.
“The inflation rate tends to affect
interest rates.” Pingle said.
Another factor influencing interest
rates is the tendency for Americans to
save very little of their income, he
said. This causes lending to Americans
to be riskier and requires higher inter
est rates, Pingle said.
“Most of the net savings here
comes ftom foreigners, and if they
stop, you’ll see interest rates (shoot
up),” he said.
Pingle said that while he doesn’t
see interest rates going completely
nuts, he does expect them to contin
ue rising.
McCloud said borrowing for luxu
ries while still in college can pile up
debts on high interest credit cards that
will make life difficult after gradua
tion, she said.
“You have to think realistically,”
McCloud said. “All those credit card
(debts) roll over each month.”
If students need to borrow, they
should use lower interest student
loans, McCloud said.
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International Israeli com pany halts gasoline supplies to Palestinians
AH Daraghmeh
In Nablus, a line of taxi drivers said
briefs
they stopped working because thev
ASSOCIAIEI) I'RbSS

Iraq
—
President Jalal Talabani urged
Iraq’s feuding factions Wednesday
to unite against surging crime
and terrorism, as attacks raged
across the country. Talabani said
nearly 1,091 people were killed
in Baghdad alone last month, and
his office said the figure came
from the Baghdad Central
Morgue.
— The Associated Press
• • •
J A K A R T A , Indonesia —
Iran’s president on Wednesday
dismissed Western concerns over
its nuclear program as “a big lie,”
a day after key U.N. Security
Council members agreed to pre
sent Tehran with a choice of
incentives or sanctions in decid
ing whether to suspend uranium
enrichment. Meanwhile, in a let
ter to Time magazine published
on Its Web site, a representative of
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei offered new options
for solving the impasse with the
United States and its allies.
— I he Associated Press
• • •
ROM E
—
Giorgio
Napohtano
on
Wednesday
became the first former commu
nist to ascend to Italy’s presiden
cy, crowning a political life span
ning a half-century and marked
by moderation.
Napolitano was elected presi
dent by Italy’s Parliament in a
vote that cleared the way for cen
ter-left leader Romano Prodi to
take power after a monthlong
limbo that followed bitterly dis
puted national elections.
Napolitano was supported by
the center-left coalition, and one
of his first acts as head of state
will be to give Prodi the mandate
to form a government.
The new president is sched
uled to be sworn in Monday and
Prodi said Wednesday he expects
to form a government vs’ithin a
week.
— Ilie Assiviated I*ress
• • •
PARIS — France honored
victims o f the slave trade
Wednesday with a national day of
concerts, school lessons, Louvre
exhibits and ceremonies in a
trading port that grew rich from
New World slave plantations.
President Jacques Cdiirac,
marking the first annual com
memoration day, urged France to
confront the dark chapters of its
history. l.^S years after it abol
ished the practice of traders seiz
ing Africans to toil in ('aribbean
colonies.
“Looking directly at our entire
past is one of the keys to our
national cohesion,” said Cdiirac,
who announced the national day
in January, soon after riot^swept
through the country’s heavily
immigrant suburbs, raising debate
about France’s model of integrat
ing minorities and the lingering
scars of its colonial past.
The commemoration day did
not bring a day off in workplaces
or schools, and the idea of repara
tions for slavery is not an issue in
France.
BAGHDAD,

—

T h e A ssociated Press

NABLUS, West
Bank
—
Palestinian gas stations started shutting
down and motorists lined up at
pumps after an Israeli fuel company
cut off' deliveries WednesiLiy, deepen
ing the humanitarian crisis following
Hamas’ rise to power.
An end to fuel supplies for the West
Bank and Gaza could cripple hospi
tals, halt food deliveries and keep peo
ple home frtmi work — a devastating
scenario for an economy already rav
aged by Israeli and international sanc
tions.
The Israeli company Dor Energy,
the sole fuel provider to the
Palestinians since interim peace
agreements in the mid-1990s, cited
growing debts for its decision,
Palestinian officials said. Dor declined
comment, but the company had
threatened to cut off supplies twice
before this year, only to be paid at the
last minute by the Palestinians.
Asaf Shariv, a spokesman for Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert, said Israel
would “absolutely not” bail out the
Palestinians. Shariv said that since the
Palestinian government resells gaso
line to consumers, there is no reason
for it not to have money to pay its
debts.
But Palestinian officials said their
cash-strapped government is one of
the biggest users of gasoline and
unable to pay the bill.
Mujahid Salame, head of the
Palestinian petrol authority, predicted
fuel supplies would run out in many

ASSCXaATEI) I’RKSS

A Palestinian boy rides his bicycle near a closed gas station in the West
Bank town of Jenin on Wednesday.
areas by Thursday. “If this happens,
there will be a humanitarian crisis,” he
said.
In Gaza City, people tried to stock
up at filling stations.
“I bought more than I need
because I want to guarantee that I can
reach work again,” said Osama
Shaban, 33, a construction engineer
who drives 10 miles to work each day.
Station owners said they have sev
eral days of reserves, but some limited
motorists’ purchases to conserve sup
plies.
I )r. Moaiya Flassanain, a top Health
Ministry official in Gaz.i, warned that
the area’s hospitals, aln.‘ady suffering
from a medicine shortage, would
cease to function without fuel:

British attorney general
calls Guantanamo prison
camp ‘unacceptable’
Beth G ardiner
ASS(H l A I H ) I'RISS

LONDON — The U.S. prison
camp at Guantanamo Bay is a discmdit to the American tradition of fivedom and should close, Britun’s attor
ney general said Wednesday, the
strongest condemnation of the prison
by a British government official.
“The existence of Guantanamo
Bay remains unacceptable,” Attorne\’
Cieneral Lord (ioldsmith said in a
speech.
“It is time in my view that it should
close. ... The historic tradition of the
United State's as a beacon of freedom,
of liberty and of justice deserves the
a*moval of this symbol.”
(ioldsmith’s criticism was far
stronger than that of Prime Minister
Tony Blair whenever he is asked
about (iiiantanamo, where about 5(Ml
termrism suspects have been detained
without charge or trial for as long as
four years.
In Wiishington, State I )epartment
spokesman Sean McCairmack said “at
some time in the futua.’ we would like
nothing better” than to close the
prison. But he s<ud the United States
does not want to adease ilangeanis
people pa*matua*ly only to h.ive them
a*sume attacks on U.S. and other per
sonnel.
Blair has often said the prison is an
anomaly that will eventually have to
close, but he will go no further. He
always prefaces his criticism by saying
it is important to understand the
threat America faces and the fact that
many of those imprisoned were

picked up on battlefields in
Afghanistan.
Goldsmith, whose job is to advise
the British government on legal mat
ters. made no such qualifying cH>mment.
“Not only would it in my person
al opinion be right to close
(niantanamo as a matter of principle,
I believe it would alsti help to remove
what has become a symbol to many,
right or wmng, of injustice.” he said.
Blair’s office was aw'are of the
planned speech earlier Wednesday.
Asked about reports that (ioldsmith
would criticize the U.S. government
over the camp. Blair’s official
spokesman said the prime minister
believed there was a “genuine dilem
ma” because American officials
believed many of the detainees were
dangennis and could not be released.
Goldsmith, who met with
American officials to discuss the fate
of nine British citizens detained in
Guantanamo, said Britain had not
been able to accept U.S. proptisals for
militaiA’ tribunals for the detainees.
The U.S. Supreme ('ourt is expected
to decide in June whether the tri
bunals aa‘ legal.
“Then.’ aa* certain principles on
which thea* can be no compaMiiise,”
(ioldsmith said. “Fair trial is one of
those, which is the a*ason we in the
United Kingdom wea* unable to
accept that the United States military
tribunals proposed for those detained
at Guantanamo Bay offered sufficient
guarantees of fair trial in accordance
with international standards.”

Ambulances would stop running,
employees would be unable to get to
work, gas generators — used during
ongoing electric outages — would be
hobbled.
“It’s going to be a disaster for us,”
he said at a Gaza Caty gas station,
where he helped fill up several ambu
lances.
In the West Bank, the situation was
more dire. Many stations said they
were out of fuel, some laying their dr>’
nozzles on the ground.
“The only thing I’ve been doing
for the past day is telling drivers that I
don’t have any gas,” said Awad
I )abous, who works at a station in the
town of Jenin. A sign said simply:
“Sorry, no gas.”

had no fuel. One driver, Malmunid
Tourabi, said he w'ould try to drive to
a nearby Jewish settlement in hopes
of filling his tank.
“They may kill me there, so 1 will
be the martyr of the gas,” he quipped.
The fuel crunch is the latest sign of
trouble for the Palestinian economy,
hit hard by a cutoff m Western aid.
I )onors halted the money flow in
response to Hamas’ victory in legisla
tive elections, demanding the gmup
renounce violence and recognize
Israel.The U.S. and European Union,
the two biggest donors, consider
Hamas a terrorist gmup.
Hamas has rejected the demands,
despite a financial crisis that has left it
unable to pay the salaries of thou
sands of government workers for two
months.
Instead, it has raised some $70 mil
lion from Iran and Arab donors. But
under U.S. pressure, banks refuse to
transfer the funds, and the money
remains stuck in an account in Egypt.
C3ompounding Hamas’ woes, Israel
cut off about $55 million in monthly
transfers of tax it collects for the
Palestinians. Israel has placed the
money in esemw.
Israel dipped into this money last
month to pay Palestinian bills to gov
ernment-owned companies, such as
the Israeli electric monopoly. The
Palestinians rely on Israel for many
key supplies, including fuel, electrici
ty and water.
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Daniel
continued from page 16

was impressed by the close bonds
the team shared as well as the
national recognition the Mustangs
received despite playing just seven
players.
"It’s the type of group you really
see only once in a litetime,’’ Massey
said.
T he seven were C'artil Tschasar
(Daniel), Lynn Kessler (Blevins),
Kelly Strand (Van Winden), Vera
IVndergast (Nelson), Hllen Bugalski
(Ferreir.i), Dede Bodnar and (Taudia
1lemmersbach (Trudeau).
T he end ot the clip had the seven
walking out of Mott (iym as if they
were leaving a saloon.
"We must have retaken that shot
l.S to20 times because of the w.iy
('arol walked,’’Van Winden said. "It
was too heavy, not feminine
enough. I think ('arol cost us more
time than I did, but it was just really
funny."
The 1984 squad had three AllAmericans and four in 1985. Both
teams made the NC'AA playotTs, the
1984 squad falling in an upset to
Fresno State in the opening round
of the Northwest Regional and the
1985 team lost to eventual national
champions University of the Pacific
m the finals of the Northwest

Regional.
“C'arol (Daniel’s) era represents
the best that C'al Poly volleyball ever
was and it’s what we aspire to be —
to reach that level of greatness,” cur
rent C'al Poly coach Jon Stevenson
said.
“Girls’ weekend o u t”
Several of Daniel’s former team
mates will be in San Luis Obispo
this weekend for an exhibition
match between UC' Santa Barbara
and (].il Poly at 4 p.m. in Mott Gym,
a game that will accept donations
and rathe off prizes to raise money
for 1)anicT’s medical expenses.
Trudeau, who partnered with
I )aniel in seven beach volleyball
ttnirnaments in 1989, has spent
many hours organizing the event
alongside Stevenson. In the wake of
the tragedy, supporters have surfaced
from many areas iif Daniel’s life.
Five of Daniel’s biggest believers
will try to make the journey to San
Luis C^bispo. Although there won’t
be a “girls’ weekend out” this year,
the memories of rafting, kayaking,
hiking and other experiences over
the years remain.
One such memtiry stands above
the rest for Lynn Blevins (Kessler). It
came as 1)aniel planned to enter her
first triathlon.
1)aniel, now an avid triathlete, had
one major obstacle before she could
participate — she couldn’t swim. As
a part of one trip back to San Luis
Obispo, Trudeau set up a swim les
son for 1)aniel and the six women
set out for the pool at 8 a.m.
"She could barely keep herself
afloat,” Blevins recalled with a
chuckle.
While her friends ate bagels and
sipped coffee, the whole time laugh
ing from the side of the pool, her
instructor shouting instructions as
her head bobbed in and out of the
water between strokes, Daniel con
tinned to swim.
It s that dedication, that refusal to
quit that Blevins and the other four
believe will drive Daniel to a full
recovery and allow her to once
again enjoy a “girls’ weekend out.*'
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Softball looks for playoff berth

NICK CAMACHO

.MUSIANCi D A llY

Cal Poly shortstop Jackie Gehrke-Jones has been a big reason for the Mustangs’ success in 2006. The
junior from Rancho Cordova, Calif, is batting .305 this season.
Jandy Jones
M USTAN Ci D A llY

The final stretch is here and the
Cal Poly softball team wants an
invitation to the national tourna
ment. Last year, the team was sec
ond in the conference and still was
snubbed by the NC(AA selection
committee.
This year, the team will finish in
the top three and has made a strong
case for the playoffs. C(helsea
Green, a senior in psychology and
outfielder, said that the team’s
chance is pretty good and that a lot
depends on the series against
Pacific.
“I have a hard time thinking
they (the committee) will leave us
out,” Green said.
Coach jenny Condon said that
winning two-out-of-three games
against Pacific would be sufficient.
“Fate is in our own hands,”

D C S IG N C K

CTmdon said.
Going to the tournament would
be quite an accomplishment
because it hasn’t been done since
the team moved to Division I,
((ondon said.
There are 64 teams selected to
go into the postseason. Winners of
each conference have an automatic
spot and the rest are chosen as atlarge teams.
Teams are chosen by a commit
tee based on the team’s strength of
schedule, record and rank nation
wide or rating percentage index.
Last year, the team was second in
the conference but was not chosen
because of a weak strength o f
schedule.
Green said that last year’s sched
ule wasn’t strong enough and hav
ing games against top-ranked teams
rained out also did not help.
Playing UCLA, Fresno State,
Oklahoma State and Tennessee

University will increase the odds of
being invited this year.
Selection for the tournament
will take place on the last weekend
of the season. Representatives from
each conference will plead a case
for teams that have a reasonable
chance.
A trip to the NC'AA tournament
would be Cireen’s first. This year is
also her last chance because she is
graduating in June.
Long Beach State and Cal Sate
Fullerton are currently tied for the
lead in the Big West C'onference
with 11-4 records. C'al Poly is third
at 9-6.
A win against Fresno State early
in the season will play heavily in
the Mustangs’ favor when it comes
to being selected.
The selection show will air
Sunday, May 14 on ESPNews at
3:30 p.m. Eastern time.

KISS ME

$ 10.00 MAN’S CUT
$ 25.00 WOMAN’S CUT

' / xvo r^a t tHe

M ustang <DaiCy!

WALK-INS WELCOME!

HAIRCOLOR SPECIALISTS
★ 805-544-7202 ★
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10:00 TO 7:00
SATURDAY 10:00 TO 5:00
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SPORTS

973 E. FOOTHILL BLVD. SLO
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$79
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Graduating in 2006? You're invited to go AW OL
(A Week Of Leaving) with the senior class.
All activités are FREE to seniors.
Attend 3 events and you're entered into the AWOL raffle.

w w w .alm ostalum n i.ca lD oly.ed u
S u n d a e s on M o n d a y
F la p ja ck F a re w e ll
W o o d s to c k 's W e d .
W e in e rs fo r S e n io rs
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5/16
5/17
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lla -lp

U U Plaza
D e x te r Lawn
W oodstock's
U U Plaza

Complim entary Continental brea kfast
Fool and Spa

tViy

CAL POLY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

in-Koom Coffee

Afternoon Tea, Coffee & Cookies

15 M inutes to beaches, W ineries & G o if
C lo s e U
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at liarbaro’s jockey. Edgar Prado.
All of these men look like recov
ering drug addicts — and for good
reason — because most are. They
have battled through addictions of
all sorts of substances because
they’ve been denied the tme sub
stance that they really need: food.
Somehow the prospect of pursing
a profession where the idea of a
Thanksgiving feast is savoring a jolly
Rancher before spitting it out and
exchanging it for my index finger is
not appealing, but to each his own.
These real life mini-men torture
themselves in order to provide a
stage for millions of gambling
addicts w'orldwide. Perhaps it’s the
men riding the horse that need our
sympathy.
Mamas, don’t let your boys grow

continued from page 16

vain attempt at a Mothers I )ay gift.
I liink about it ...
Yet, all of this is negated when
von realize that horses, if thev man
age to siiiA ive I tew birthdays on the
aeetraek, are t»iit out to stud tor the
rest of then lues Wilt Chamberlain
ind Shawn Keiiin aside, no other
athletes e.m claim Midi an illustrious
tw'ihght to then cateers,
What I really found disturbing
this weekend is I watched the
Kentucky l)erb\ was the jockeys.
Uarbaro won by an easy 6 1/2lengths (that’s the length ot'6.5 hors
es it you’re not familiar with the
track lingo), but the most shocking
part of the race was looking up close

fioik States

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Pesto base
6 Insurance office
form

36 Coastal high
spot

Edited by Will Shortz

63 A face in the
crowd?

39 Sugar suKix

Neckpiece

14 1970 World’s
Fair site

40 Indiana's state
floiwer

Stubborn sort

15 Swarm

41 Close call
42 Arden, for one
44 Receive

Touchdown

17 Aftershave‘S

45 Ballpark figures

19 Gardner of
“Mogambo"

47 In a daze

23 Nutty confection
27 Grand relatives

50 Bodybuilder's
pride

Muckraker
Tarbell

30 Jai alai need

58 Neckpiece

31 “L o v e ___ the
Ruins" (1975
film)

59 Mare's partner

32 Collect little by
little
33 Place for a ball

Barn area
Part of a slot
machine

51 Henry Luce,
notably?

60 Like some
1960’s-70's
missions
61 East end?
62 Put into use

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

R T
R E A
A P R
Z 1 T
Y NA
H E R
c

□

Q □DQBB □DB
□
□ □ □

□ □ □ □ □
B Ü D B B

D B Q
□ □ □ □ □

4
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I )on’t care, 1)on’t care, I )on’t care
Ok, maybe a little...
liradfoni Applin is a sophomore lourtiiilism moior. Cani-iarrynig memhers of
P i n A can send their hate mail to happhn(a calpoly.edu

Check out the Dally online at:

“i

«mivw.mustangdaily.net
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...or n t poop on you

su|do|ku

4;j

3
.»M »JÙ ¿JÍJ j

11 Result of
early-morning
boating?

1 3 “___ on My
Piltow" (1958
hit)

J

28 Pass or run
30 Undercover
agent
32 “Eww'"

7 8 6 2 9 5
1 5 2 4 3 7

2 5 7 3 9 4 1 8 6
7 3 5 8 4 1 6 2 9
1 2 8 6 3 9 7 5 4
6 4 9 2

Puato by Rlcftard SiivMln

34 Like some
coincidences

44 Capital of
Mane he

35 Alter

45 Union wage

52 Bad spell
53 Afore

18 Salad ingredient 37 It has a head
46 Scots toss it
and hops
22 F ire ___
47 Camp David
38 Sect symbol
23 Where some
accords signer
40 Church dignitary
Goyas hang
49 Mystery writer
24 Famous twin
41 Cut preceder
John Dickson
25 Scarlet'^
43 Acapulco gold

27 Oown-at-theneels

1 4

8 9 6

honorable

12 Break one of
the Ten
Commandments

—

TooA V a Socun oN s

10 It may be

26 Bank
annoyance
□ B
□
Q B Q
B Q B B Q D B B B

r

Not to mention the fact that
1)etroit’s starters have been able to
stay virtu.illy injury-free the last
three years. The only exception was
Richard Hamilton’s face, w hose clear
mask proved to be a blessing in dis
guise as It gave rise to his alter-ego
which .iveraged a career high 2(1.1
points this season.
Eventually karma will kickback;
mark im words. Last year, the Miami
Heat were a few I )wayne Wade ribs
from reaching the Finals. This year, it
could be (diauncey Billups’ back, or
Fiaimlton’s hip, or even a Ben
Wallace wart that derails their pursuit
of three straight NBA finals The
basketball team from the Motor (]ity
IS bound to breakdown sooner than
later.

Decided

49 A little lower

29 Pupil’s neighbor

out (admittedly self-intlected suicide
by the players and owners) the NHl
NHL playofLs
has lived up to its end of the bargain
If a puck hits the back of the net by providing exciting action even for
and the siren goes off in a game that hockev l.iymen like myself Now can
no one is watehing, does it make a the NHl. just get a little love from
sound?
the media? 1 long ti> hear (dins
(iranted, these have been exciting Berman butchering European names
playoffs, with the eighth-seed once again in his “Top 10” count
Edmonton Oilers, defeating the hal down.
What rhymes with
lowed Detroit Red Wings. The liryzgalov?
metaphorical sign in front of Mighty
Ducks’ goalie Ilya Bryzgalov, read Detroit Pistons
"Access Denied” for 249 minutes
LeBron James’ ego has officially
and 15 seconds as he stopped every been checked. The (fu'aliers are on
projectile slapped his way tor over the fast track to being swept by the
reigning Eastern Cdmference cham
four hours of game time.
But is this getting the same cover pions. Better luck next year Bronage on Sportscenter as say. every Bron.
It’s just not fair. Honestly, the w.iy
Barry Bonds at bat, or even every
Barry Bonds quote? Since the lock they have dominated the East the last
hree seasons — winning the NBA
title 111 2004, reaching the NBA finals
in 2<M)5 and winning the No. 1 seed
this year — is ridiculous. With the
No. 0330 switch from the ultra-conservative
and ultra-controlling I ,irrv Brow n to
10
ii
the iiion v i'.l )pen si'heme of head
co.u n [ lip SaunderN tlK i'otons are
firing on .ill i vhiuler'

/

16 Topic of some
tales

21 Bet accepter

up to be fowb- err, joekeys.

Pouch
One of the
Clantons

48 Song of )oy

4

DOWN

11 Stop stalling

20 Bite this and die

r - !(—

(4

37 Bunch name
38 Same as before

1

www.mustangdaily.net i

54 Prom rental
55 Bankbook entry
Abbr.
56 Blemish
57 Span of
history

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 20 a minute; or, with a
aeditcard, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-A C R O S S.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords (S34 95 a year).
Share tips; nytimes com/puzzletorum. Crosswords for young
solvers' nytimes com4earning/xwords
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Want to

SPKE
upyj

7 5 3

1 8
1 7 8 4 2

3 9
9 8 2 4 6 3 5 7 1
4 7 1 5 2 8 9 6 3

D ay C a m p s seek
Summer Counselors
Lifeguards, Instructors for Horseback
Riding, Gym, Fishing, Canoeing,
Farm Anim als, Rock C lim b in g ,
Music/Drama, Nature, Crafts & more!
$3000 ■ $3600 +

San Fernando/Conejo Valleys
Work with Children!
888-784-CAMP

out the
Mustang Daily online at
www.mustangdaily.net

Oooh so spicy!

w w w .w o r k a t c a m p .c o m

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HOMES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

LOST AND FOUND

Leasing Consultant needed at
de Tolosa Ranch Luxury Apartm ent

Web Programmer Wanted

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.

Nice, laid-back 2nd yr female

Lost blue -F green striped bag

looking for shared room or own
room for ‘0 6 - '0 7 near Cal Poly or

Please call (5 5 9 ) 9 7 0 -9 3 6 6

(8 0 5 ) 7 2 0 -0 1 7 1

H o m es Part tim e, great pay -f
com m issions m ust be willing to
work weekends call or stop oy

LA Area S um m er C a m ps

Call Nelson Real Estate
5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email

w w w .daycam pjobs.com /slo

steve @ slohom e s.com

to apply (8 0 5 ) 5 4 3 -7 9 0 0

Computer Software QA Tech

M O D E LIN G Ladies, interested in
nodeling or adding to your existing
portfolio? Earn $ 5 0 / hr m odeling
oeachwear. No exp necessary
E-mail don<§>dcphotoimagery.com
or call Don (8 0 5 ) 4 0 3 -5 3 2 7

S LO Based software group
seeks those experienced with
tim eline based software (flash.
Director, Avid) for QA of
cinem atic software sim ulations.
See Careerbuilder.com for more
details. Email resum e to
iorraine.dorell(§>visualpurple.com

q jN

S U M M E R CAM P JO B S

Now ads will be on the
j
M ustang Daily and online'
www.muataiigdally.net______j
Got anything to sell? 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3

RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts.
Renting for 2 0 0 6 -2 0 0 7

bus stop to Cal Poly (~ 4 5 0 neg.)
Please call: (4 0 8 ) 8 2 1 -6 2 5 3

LOST a Sandisk 2 5 6 mb usb pen
drive containing entire senior
project. If found please contact

The Oaks Apts, in Atascadero
$ 9 0 0 2 bed/ 2 bath W /D central

Jeff Etchevery @ (6 6 1 ) 3 3 2 -7 6 6 1

heat/air (8 0 5 ) 4 6 6 -5 6 9 3

$ 1 0 0 0 REW ARD for info on stolen

TRAVEL
CO N TIK I I!

1 9 9 9 silver Volvo S 7 0 model
Contact: 4 3 1 -2 9 7 2
M issing 5 1 2 U S B port w/ naruto
(anim e) keychain. (6 1 9 ) 757 0 4 0 '

wooking for adventure.
But can't get your friends

LOST IPOD 2 0 G b s w/ cracked
screen. REW ARD (7 0 7 ) 2 3 5 -0 2 3 0

www.daycam oiobs com /siu

SHOUT OUTS

Walk (m in ) to Cal °oly
Nice, Clean. Well Mam t

Volunteer, Help. United Cerebral

I < 3 my O B B ’ -Lilo l.ady

'.rg 1 & 2 Bedroom Aots

to sleep in a REAL B ED ?
Contiki s the answer.

www.omegaxidelta.com

Includes. Cable & Internet
Ltiry Fac. Garages Avail.

Mention this ad and receive
a $ 2 5 exclusive voucher!

M issing anything'’

siorentals.com or 5 4 4 -3 9 5 2

Call AAA Travel at 5 4 3 -6 4 5 4

Lost and Found ads are FREE

R ils y s Annual Downtown Golf
Classic. 2 hour shifts May 19
irom 10-4 pm (8 0 5 ) 5 4 1 -8 7 5 1

SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY T H U R S

to com m it to travel? Want

Lost Tiffany's chain-linked nng
( 7 1 4 ) 3 3 5 -8 9 3 9

Sports editor: Fnuik. Stranzl* miistanj;idaihyspiyrts(a^mil.(om
Assistant sports editor: C'hris (niiin

Sports
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CAL POLY VS. UC SANTA BARBARA VOLLEYBALL M ATCH, 4 P.M. AT M OTT GYM O N SATURDAY, D O N A T IO N S FOR CAROL DANIEL WILL BE ACCEPTED

‘Lioness o f a cxampetitof on the mend
Frank StranzI
M U SIAN C. DAIIY

To be successful in athletics, bonds must be
built. While relationships on the field are often
forged by sweat and pain, the best teams have
close rel.itionships that stretch beyond the
practices and the games.
The camaraderie shared by one group of
former (]al Poly volleyball players was rare. To
this day, si.\ of the players from the best team
in the school’s history take an annual “girls’
weekend out’’— a brief but memorable vaca
tion to a mutually decided upon location.
One of the ladies called the weekend an
“absolute commitment. It’s not even an
option.”
However,
the
trip this year has
been cancelled. A
hit-and-run driver
struck one of the
former Mustangs,
C'arol
Tschasar1)aniel, on April 8
at Dana Point,
C^ilif, leaving the
mother of three
with a broken neck
and pelvis as well
as a nearly severed
leg, among other injuries.
Daniel was jogging with several friends
when William Todd Bradshaw veered into
Daniel, 41, and Stacy Neria, 34, sending the
pair to Mission Hospital in Mission Viejo,
(^ilif. with life-threatening injuries.
l.ast year, the group went to Las Vegas. In
previous years the group has traveled back to
San Luis fUsispii on several occasions as well as
several other spots in (^ilifornia. Lhis year the
group w.is destined for Scottsdale, Ari?., but
instead \\ ill spend their “girls’ weekend out”
with the recovering Daniel.
Daniel, an All-American volleyball phiyer at
C3al Poly in 1986, has been through numerous
surgeries Miice the accident.
As Daniel recovers, friends and family h.ive
paid close attention to a blog kept by her hus
band on ('aringliridge.com. The site has seen
over 25.(too hits since the accident.
“C'arol has made siguificant improvement
in the last few days in terms of getting off the

morphine and breathing on her own. As of
Monday, she is basically off the machine and
will soon be fitted with a diaphragm to speak
with,” the latest entry by O aig Daniel said.
The 6-ft)ot middle blocker played volleyball
at C'al Poly from 19H.^-19S6 during what
some call the “golden years”'o f the program.
She holds school records for solo blocks in a
season (7.5), career solo blocks (197) and total
blocks in a season (2<>b). She played on two of
the best teams the university has seen. In 1984
and 198,5, ( ’al Poly saw time at the No. 1
national ranking while racking up a combined
63-16 record.
1lowever, it wasn’t her talent that caught the
attention of teammates and coaches.

Carol (Daniel’s) era
represents the best that Cal
Poly volleyball ever was and
it’s what we aspire to be — to
reach that level o f greatness.
—^Jon Stevenson
currcMit ('.il Poly volleyball coach

“She was just a lioness of a competitor,” said
Mike Wilton, C'al Poly volleyball coach from
1979-89.
Wilton, now the men’s volleyball coach for
the national powerhouse University of
Hawaii, also recalled Daniel’s raw talent.
Daniel walked onto C'al Poly’s campus as a
basketball pl.iyer with a strong work ethic and
a desire to learn the intricacies of volleyball.
Although she wasn’t the best pLiyer on the
team, her competitive drive propelled her to
succeed.
Kelly Vim Winden, whose maiden name is
Strand, played with Daniel in 1984 and 1985.
She remembered the long, exhausting work
outs Wilton put his team through and the
tenacity 1)aniel always showed.
At one pre-practice run on the track. Van
Winden pushed the pace with the intent of
tiring Daniel out.Van Winden had never beat
en Daniel in a run, but was determined her

strategy would pay off.
Sometime into the run. Van
Winden noticed Daniel huffing
and puffing, perhaps tiring from the
pace. Meanwhile, Van Winden was
feeling fine, coasting along — she
finally had 1)aniel beat.
Van Winden stayed with Daniel
during the run, giving words of
encouragement periodically during
the workout. However, Daniel was
unwilling to accept defeat.
“We got to the last 220 or so and
I’m starting to feel it,”V;m Winden
said. “Then she gets her second
wind. She flipped on the afterburn
ers and took off.”
Former Cal Poly and beach vol
leyball teammate (daiidia Trudeau
was a freshman when Daniel was a fj» f
junior on the 1984 Mustangs’
squad. Trudeau, now a close friend
and one of the six involved with
“girls’ weekend out” trips, had high
praise for the gritty competitor.
“She was the one who would
kick your butt if you weren't work
ing hard enough,” Trudeau said.
Daniel’s admirers didn’t stop at
('al Poly. Kathy Gregory, one of the
best women’s beach volleyball pl.tyers in the late 197(K and early
1980s and current coach of UC
Santa Barbara, described Daniel as
“a young colt” when she entered
Cal Poly. “And she left a mature
competitor.”
Gregory and Daniel competed
against each other in one beach
contest — the Santa Monica
( ( U 'R I ISV m o l o
lournam ent m 1988 — but ('arol Daniel is the Cal Poly record holder for .solo
(iregory gt)t her perspective ot blocks in a season (75) and career solo blocks (197).
Daniel frt)in her job at UC'SB.
(iregt)ry has coached at UC'SB
several weeks, e.K'h featuring seven players that
since the team formed in 1974 and her teams shared the bulk ot the pbying nine .md, during
were staunch rivals of ('entral (xiast neigh- the 1985 season, a local sportscaster tor KSBY
bors, (].il Poly.
comptised a featua- that mimicked a I960 west
ern movie. “The Magnificent Seven.”
“ The M agniflcent Seven”
Mitch Massey, now the senior vice presiWilton amassed a 279-129 a'cord at ('al Poly, dent of sales, marketing and advertising for
but his best years came in 1984 and 1985. Both Heritage Oaks Bank in Paso Kobles, Calif,
squads wea* ranked No. 1 in the countrv- for
see Daniel, page 14

CAROL TSCHASAR-DANIEL CAREER STATISTICS
* 1,240 career kills
* 3.10 average kills per game
* 197 career solo blocks
* 75 solo blocks In 1986
* 602 total blocks
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h yes, the sounds of
spring. The sound of
pl.iyotf dunks rattling the
rim and buzzer-beaters igniting the
lumietown crowd. Ihe crack of
pine meeting rawhide as the sum
mer's giants .iwake from their w inter
slumber to sw ing stiine he.ivy lum
ber. The slap as leather meets
le.ither. followed by the hoarse cry
of the man in blue; “Strike three! "
Lhe distant sound of metal merging
with ice as colossal men glide
around with the grace of figure

skaters and the power of lineback
ers.
I here is tine other sound; let me
see here. Ah ... what w.is it again?
Ah ... Ahhhh ... aahhhaa...
(!ho(Hi!
Ah yes. the sound of pollen meet
ing an over-active immune system
aiul histamines running rampant
until ... Gazoontite. Nothing quite
s.iys spring like squinting through
Itching, watery eyes to watch Shaq
shmit free throws as I blow mv rosy
nose on each LV timeout.
1 he onset of allergs' season has
elevated my spirits and senses to
such high levels that I'm prepared to

Come show your support for Cal Poly alum,
Carol Tschasar-Daniel, at a fundraising dinner at

Giuseppe's in Pismo Beach
Saturday, May 13 at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $75 per person, and all proceeds will
go towards paying Tschasar-Oaniel's medical bills.
Call Joe DiFronzo at (805) 773-2870 for more information.

offer insights never before seen in posed ot? If a horse breaks its leg
my column. In this first installment trying to hustle out a win for its
o f“Mini-ILants,” I give tsi you a few owner, it is taken behind the barn
ramblings about the current world and given an unceremonious bullet
of sports. You could say they’re to the brain.
outbursts that have been aching tii
(Compare that to say. Amare
come out: aaahh ...
Stoudemire in the NBA. who has
had surgery on both knees in less
Jockeys
than a year and is currently being
Now I’ve always been against rehabilitated with the finest equip
horse racing because of the simple ment and being paid millions of
fact that the horses are considered dollars while he can’t play. It he was
disptisable athletes. In what other a horse, he’d currently find himself
sport IS an injured athlete, who has being eaten in paste form by some
been extremely successful in the kid nameii jimmy .is he tries to glue
past and generated millions of dol macaroni on ctinstruction p.iper in .i
lars ot income tor their ow ner. dis
see Balk, page 15

